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Part

lecture are correct
or, at

—

if

arrived in our last

thought and language are

events, inseparable

all

we

—

would seem

it

identica',

to follow

is " merely verbal " or " merely
most people this will seem a sufficient
condemnation of any argument that could lead to so pre-

that

our knowledge

all

nominal."

To

posterous a conclusion. If we want to express our most
supreme contempt for any proposition we sav it consists
of mere words.
What in our days we are most proud
of

is

that in all our pursuits

we

Words, we are

with words.

deal with facts and not

daughters of

told, are the

A

the earth, things the sons of heaven.

which would attempt to change
edge into mere words, could hardly expect

therefore,

philosophy

all

our knowl-

a patient hear-

ing; certainly not in the country of Bacon.
It is difficult to
it

really

word we

out before, there
sion as

mere

we

in

I

pointed

such an expres-

There are no such things

-words.

words, unless

There must be

use in argument, and, as

no sense whatever

is

as

mere

look for them in those vast cemeteries

which we call lexicons or dictionaries. There we find,
mere words, dead words, unmeaning words. The

indeed,

German language,
corpses
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living
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concept and

real

It is

wb'rter,

and

it

is

name

knowledge.

possible to imagine

some primitive savages, had never seen
How would they become acquainted

with

In digging they might receiye the impression

it?

something

eyen that impression would
them unless they were startled
by it, unless their attention was directed to it; and thus
the mere sensation of glittering became changed by them
into something; that glitters.
That change of the subglittering, but

be of no consequence

to

jective sensation into an object of sense
is

the

is

our -work

But that glittering object

is

it

even then nothing to an

intelligent obseryer unless he can lay hold of

concept; that
it

—

manifestation of the law of causality within us.

first

unless he can

We,

glittering.

in calling a

is,

at

name

our time of

it,

life,

by some

it

unless he can call
find

no

difficulty

We

thing glittering, or bright, or shining.

have names and concepts ready-made for everything.
But all these names and concepts had first to be made.

A

number

of single percepts of glittering, glimmering,

flickering, sparkling, flashing, flaming,

deal with such an objection, because

conveys no meaning whatever.

sense in every

use for presentation,

or heard of gold.

of

conclusions at which

I

— percept,

what we mean by

that people, say

1.

distin-

percepts by themselves are

Let us try an experiment.

One of three Lectures on the Science of Thought delivered at
the Royal Institution, London, March, 1S7S.

of any

nothing, concepts by themselves are nothing, while

that constitute

F.

a

But percepts (a term which

cepts.

only the three together

BY PROF.

become conscious
name? We may

possible to

guish, no doubt, between names, and concepts, and per-

THE SIMPLICITY OF THOUGHT.*

If the

it

thought except by means of

the

men

Can we know anything except by means

are words.

had

first to

while
it.

at

gleaming things

be comprehended under one general aspect,

the same time a root had to be found to express

How

these roots

They

were formed

owe

I

explained in

my

first

clamor concomitans of social acts.
Thus glittering goes back to a
root GUAR, which meant at first to melt, to fuse by
lecture.

heat.

From

it

was melted and

all

their origin to the

ghrita, liquified butter, or ghec.

What

by heat was generally not only
warm but also shining, so that the same root, in its
objective application, came to mean to melt
that is to
say, to be in a state of melting, to glitter, to shine. From
liquified

—
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that root, used in that

meaning,

we

have

in

English such

variously differentiated forms as to glint, to glitter, to
glisten, to

gleam,

to

glimmer.

penny, much less be able to distinguish them.
do what we like, we cannot jump out of our
the skin of

With such

all

our thoughts

and

W e begin, no
T

language.

is

We may
skin,

a root, then, which was at the same time
was possible to conceive and name that glittering thing which had been dug up with many other
things, and which excited our attention chiefly by this
distinguishing feature of being bright.
But by being
called glitter this dug up thing was not yet gold.
Far
from it. Its old name in Sanskrit, hiranya, said no
more than that it glittered, and not everything that glitters is gold.
Still, even that first name marks an enormous advance beyond the mere fright excited in an animal by the sight of a flaring object, or beyond the mere
human stare, or even the phantasma in our memory. It
is knowledge — not much, as yet, but it is knowledge; it
is the work of intellect, not the mere passive stupor of

doubt, with sensuous irritation and intuition, but intuition

the senses.

the possession of such a

The same object might be called and conceived bv
many new names, and with every new name new
knowledge would be added. Whatever new qualities a

mere matter of
eldotr,

miner discovered

as a

a concept,

it

as

distinguishing

this

glitter

from

other kinds of glitter, would be added by means of

new

By this process what we call
name would grow fuller and
fuller.
But we must remember, every one of these new
qualities could be known again by the same process
only by which the first quality of glittering was known,
names, or

new

adjectives.

the intension of the

first

namely, by being named.

Suppose our primitive sav-

ages wanted

for

among

small

stones

building

purposes.

If

were breaking they met with
some that would not break, they would throw them
away, and thus gold might be called rubbish or refuse.
If,

the stones they

on the contrary, they looked out

for

material

that

would bend and not break on being struck, they would
pick out the old glitter which they had thrown away as

now

rubbish, and

call

it

pliant, flexible, ductile, malle-

able.

All these properties were attended

named

at the

to,

known and

by

itself

not knowledge,

is

not knowledge,

itself is

it is

name by

a

Even

what used
it

meant by

to be

question, therefore,

first

was

this tldo? has

a

we

did

we

as

species?

riers

class.

Thus

would be

class or genus,

hend

all

till

may be

by those who think it right to despise
what they call verbal knowledge, that such knowledge
would not help us to distinguish a gold sovereign from
a brass penny.
But they forget that without a name we
It

should not

said

know

either a gold

sovereign or a brass

This

is

a

know from

Latin rendering of the Greek

been adapted

in

Greek philosophy
a

lower from

a

bull-dogs, greyhounds, spaniels, ter-

called species, that

sub-classes, while

know
The

so.

ever come into

We

convenient term for distinguishing

higher

it

How

research.

one has

should see

should not

called

first

name

is,

historical

history that species

and

species,

we had

for a species, unless

we

if

is

lower classes or
as a higher

dog would be considered

we

ascend

still

higher and compre-

dogs, pigs, cows, and horses as a higher genus

animal, of which dogs are then a species only.
This, however, was clearly a technical emplo3'ment

names must
meaning very different from that assigned to them by the founders of
logic.
A genus meant originally a breed, and was
used for any living beings, whether animals or plants,
which could be traced back to common ancestors. Eidos
or species, on the contrary, meant originally no more
than what is seen, the aspect, or appearance or shape of
things.
These two words were found convenient even
of the terms species and genus, and these

have existed before, when they had

a

earliest

else.

No

Let us take, for instance, the word species.
ever seen or handled a species.

was, nor can

ever be anything

is

is

it

during a very primitive phase of thought.

it

itself

mere sound. Only the three together represent what we mean by knowledge, and the
final embodiment of that knowledge is the word.
If that is so with the names of things which we can
touch and handle, it is far more so with the names of
objects which we cannot reach with our senses at all.
not knowledge,

Gold was now not only
bright, but malleable, and ductile, and by a constant
repetition of the process of naming and conceiving, and
conceiving and naming, people arrived at last at what
we call true knowledge of gold, including its specific
gravity, and its power of "resisting nitro-muriatic acid,
and all the rest. That true knowledge may be more
full, more accurate, more concerned with essential qualities than our first knowledge of mere glitter.
But there
is no difference in kind.
Our perfect knowledge is as
much nominal or verbal as our imperfect knowledge

same moment.

by

blind; conception

is

it

empty;

Stones that

were black or gray or yellow, were considered
ent sets or sorts or species.
other, but no more.

They appeared

Dogs on

as differ-

the contrary, that

black or gray or yellow, though

if

their

each

like

color

were
alone

were considered, they might be treated as sets or sorts or
species, were conceived as a genus or breed, if it could
be shown that they belonged to one and the same litter.
Thus the two kinds of classification, which seem to us
the result of the latest scientific thought, the genealogi-

and the morphological, were foreshadowed

cal

words

have gati,
species

is

Even

of our language.

In

kith, used in the logical sense of genus,

a

the

we

while

expressed by dkriti, which means form.
for logical purposes these

two words genus

and species were by no means very appropriate.

was

in

Sanskrit also

genus from one point of view, became

What

a species
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from another, what was a species for one purpose, became a genus for another. Genus and sub-genus, class

annihilated,

sure to put forth fresh heads again and

is

again?

and sub-class would therefore have answered the pur-

Species

mere chimera,

a

is

word made

pose far better.

339

myth, that

a

is

to say a

for one purpose and afterward used for an-

No

however, that what we from one
may from another point of
view be called by us a genus, shows at all events that
logical genus and species are of our own making, that
we name and conceive them, and that there is no such

of

thing as genus or species, in the logical acceptation of

cept from stage to stage back to

of these words, independent of ourselves.

That would be a most interesting undertaking, ami it
would teach us at least this one lesson, that no one has
any right to say that species means this and does not
mean that. Species means neither more nor less than
what different philosophers define it to mean. We often

The very

fact,

point of view call a species,

confusion, however, became greater still when
two terms were transferred from logical to physiWhat a genus was in nature was easy to
science.

The
these
cal

Individuals descended from common ancesformed a genus or a breed. In some cases the descent from common ancestors might be doubtful, but
the definition of genus would not be affected by such

understand.
tors

But what was

a species?

people had asked that

If

question before they introduced that

word

into the tech-

language of physiology we should have been saved
much trouble and vexation of spirit. If different species

nical

may have

common

had,

form together one genus/

A

ferent genera.

room

third

if

would
would form dif-

ancestors, they

not, they

not given, and there

is

is

no

therefore for species in nature.

We

must never forget that what

deal with,

what

is

given us

viduals either have

common

we

to digest

thought, are individuals and nothing

have to
language and

really

in

These

else.

indi-

ancestors or they have not,

knowledge goes. If they have
common ancestors they form one breed, if they have
And again I say, where
not they form different breeds.
is there room for species?
There may be individuals such as man and monkey,
of which it may still be doubtful whether they had comfar as our

at least so

mon
to

But

ancestors or not.

we

in that case

suspend our judgment, and

we know

have simply

that in the end

the result can only be, either that they belong to the

same

and

breed

in

ancestors, or that
for

a

third

the

they

possibility,

distant

had

past

common

had not. There is no room
for which we want the name

may

varieties,

But

one has ever seen a species, and even

speak, no doubt, of

and

if

varieties are

we

like,

always

more or

the

origin

real

down

hear disputants laying

varieties

If there

of species,

ever was an

There

ing.
to

is

the law with great emphasis

traditional, are constantly

is

no more

we

nor can

it,

in a

stable,

it

was

the stable

and to have cleared that stable with their

powerful brooms will always be the glory of Darwin

chang-

word than what we put

take more out than

we have

put into

init.

Darwin himself often complains of this! "No one," he
writes, "has drawn any clear distinction between individual differences and slight varieties, or between more
plainly marked varieties and sub-species and species."
But

why

The

endless disputes whether or not there are

should he not himself have tried to do this?

species of British brambles will

and variety,

ual,

we

shall

name of

as the

by the

in natural history

some

fifty

no doubt cease after

Darwin's researches; but so long
remains

species

side of genus, individ-

never get out of the real bramis, our thought.

bles of our language, that

Darwin

sway of the old defiwere produced by special acts of

evidently under the

is

nition that all species

creation.
to

its

I

have not been able

to trace that definition

responsible author, but surely there

whatever for

it.

The term

species

no authority

is

was formed

quite

independently of any such theological ideas.

The Greeks, when
thought of Zeus
that in

Germany

theological odor.

they used eidos, or species, never

as their originator.

Some

were not the

people seem

imagine that

to

result of special acts of creation.

" that the only distinction
varieties

is,

that the

gradations, whereas

connected."

Where,

1

Darwin himself would have
this.

What

then,

latter

species iverc
is

he has

between species and
are

believed to be connected at the present day
diate

think

I

having proved that

in

cared either to prove or to disprove
is,

Nor do

or France or Italv species ever had that

doubt, however, whether

well-marked

Augean

beginnings.

first

meaning, but traditional meanings,

a traditional

everything that

like

proved

thing very different.

its

word means this and nothing else. Who has
given them a right to say this? Every word has no

some-

original breed, while species are supposed to be

of species,

that such a

species

less

call

as such.

it

if

know
If we

should not

we could
only do so by tracing the history of that name and con-

permanent
them species.
of one and the same

we may

we

had conceived and named

zee

to discover

Darwin's great merit consisted

species.

We

it till

want

doubt

scientific doubts.

had, or

other.

such a thing as a species existed,

known

or

by interme-

formerly thus

the ground of difference

own

and his fellow laborers.

between variety and

But why did not Darwin go a step further, and
with one stroke kill that hydra which unless entirely

point

of

What

used to be called species, will have to be called

species,

view, except

in

even from Darwin's

our momentary ignorance?

:
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sub-genus,

either genus,

permanent

or

room

there will in future be no

But

variety.

for species in the vocab-

the translation of

M. Carrau's

critique of

my Scientific Theism in
The Open Court, is

the Revue Philosophique, for publication in

I have not the slightest objection to criticism of any
and welcome it whenever it is intelligent and fair. I have
not read M. Carrau's article, but that makes no difference.
My book raises questions which go far deeper than is as yet
perceived by any one, and which sooner or later will command
the respectful attention and study of every thinker who aspires
Some of my
to master the great theme of which it treats.
American critics (for instance, Prof Royce, Dr. Montgomery,
Mr. Gill and Mr. Underwood) have criticised before they have
understood, and such criticisms are profitless to all concerned.
But the reputation of the Revue Philosophique justifies a hope
that its criticism will at least prove to be ad rem; and there will
be no keener, more patient, or more disinterested reader of any
pertinent criticism of Scientific Theism than its author. But no
criticism of it can possibly be pertinent which is not grounded in
long and intense study. I wait patiently for such criticism as

received.

ulary of Natural History.

Does not
If

this

how even

and

sort,

show how

we

entirely

Darwin had asked himself what the
is

has no right at

his

the realm of nature.

tory

nothing but

is

win

exist in natural his-

all to

work on the Origin of Species would
have marked the end of all species, at least within

and

really

if

word

that the
tory,

A

belief in species in natural his-

mythology, and what Dar-

scientific

search after the undiscovered and undiscov-

calls the

erable essence of the term species,

more than

As

soon as

we

becomes perfectly

the air

it

properly belongs,

We

clear.

have

what we

individuals and genera or breeds; for

are no

mind no

in

accumulated

The

effects of individualization.

may by

strengthened

till

slight

become stored and
what we call a variety

Hut these centrifugal forces are always controlled by the centripetal force of nature, and in the end
the genus always prevails over all individualizing
in nature.

tendencies.

La Salle,

July

III,

—

12, 1SS7.

among

the

contributions

the

Carus of " L. Carrau's Analyse" of Abbot's
the French Revue Philosofhiqae for June,
preceded by my correspondence with Mr. Abbot in refer-

translation by Dr.

Theism,

Scientifii

[S87,

ence thereto.

in

Edward

Sincerely yours,

La Salle,
Francis

A".

C.

Hegeler.

June

111.,

30, 1S87.

Abbot, Esq., Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Sir — The French Revue

Philosofhiqtie, conducted by
brought a long review of your book, Scientific Theism.
prepare a
I at once told Dr. Carus (who is with me) we should
translation of it for The Open Court, coming, as it does, from
a journal of so high standing, also from an entirely outside sphere.
I should, however, not like to ask the editor of The Open
Court for the publication before having heard from you, that
Til. Ribot,

you

not look upon this as an unfriendly act against you, as

will

in the review (though Dr. Carus who has thoroughly read it, thinks it impartial) may be quite hurtful to you.
Also to the readers of The Open Court I should like to

many remarks

be in the position to say that the publication

satisfactory to

is

Perhaps you will kindly write me a note to that
adapted to publication.
Sincerely yours,
you.

Edward
NoNQUITT Beach,
E.

<

.

C.

effect

IIegeler.

Mass., July

7,

18S7.

Hegeler, Esq.:

Dear

Sir

— Your

A

courteous

letter,

inquiring

if I

E.

Abbot.

it

unchanged.

if

A.

REVIEW OF FRANCIS ELLINGWOOD ABBOT'S
SCIENTIFIC THEISM.
BY

object to

L.

CARRAU.
By

[Translated from the French in the Revue Philosophique.

Dr. P. Carus.]

book which
There
is affirmed the existence and intelligibility of a noumenon, of a thing in itself; the exterior world is supposed
to be really and substantially distinct from its subjective
representations.
And what is worse, this assertion is
obtained by sufficiently plausible reasons and with some
F. E. Abbot's Scientific

Tlieism

is

a

scandalizes most of the philosophers of to-day.

strength of dialectics.

Mr. Abbot inquires
which he considers as the
dominant philosophy of our time anel which accortling
to him is an irreconcilable enemy of science.
Idealism
has been established by Kant, whose great reform may
be summed up in the passage of the preface to the si cond
In

B. F. Underwood, Esq, Chicago:
Please publish
Dear Sir

to print

and

inheritance

they constitute

you care

Francis

truly yours,

— You are at liberty to print this note, as you request,

of the

almost imperceptible differences which keep individuals
apart from each other, which, in fact, enable them to be
individuals,

P. S.

nature

call varie-

more than the necessary consequence

Very

that.

relegate the term species

sphere of thought to which

to that

my

to

is

the search after the hidden essence of Titans

and Centaurs.

ties

meaning of

true

he had studied the history of the word,
after all its best definition, he would have seen

species was,

which

think in names,

the strongest minds are under their spell?

an

important

introduction

into the origin of idealism,

edition of his Critique of Pure Reason.
" It has hitherto been assumed that our cognition

must conform

to the objects; but all attempts to ascertain

anything about these a priori, by means of conceptions,

and thus

to

extend the range of our knowleelge, have

been rendered abortive by

make

this

assumption.

the experiment whether

successful in metaphysics

if

we may

we assume

Let

us, then,

not be

more

that the objects

must conform to our cognition."
But Kant himself has only continued and deepened
the nominalistic tradition of the Midelle Ages.
The
true founder of idealism, of subjectivism, of phenomenism all this is at bottom the same), is Roscelin; and
nominalism is the father of all modern philosophy.
Nominalism is essentially the doctrine which refuses
all objective reality of genera and species.
We may
distinguish extreme nominalism, according to which universals are only names or words (nomina, voces,Jiatus
(
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VOcis),

and moderate nominalism, which makes of them

pure concepts of the mind (Abailard, William of Occam).
In both cases

Alexandrians, their theory of

them

of

fathers of the church are intemperate realists,

the individuals of the same kind and the differences

and so were the

which separate them from those of other

realists to the

kinds, have an

absolute value in so far as they express the nature of

resuscitated Plato.

which

The fundamental
tain in itself

universe

is

principle of Cartesian philosophy

The

also nominalistic.

dodge Descartes succeeds
of

human mind, and

the

which Descartes

recovering our knowledge

is

an act of inconsistency to

is

is

word of

— and

Stuart Mill and Spencer,

a legion of others,

who by

all

misconceiving

The

we do

not

know and

cannot

know anything

but our

internal representations, the modifications or states of our

consciousness

—

all

these,

whether they acknowledge

or not, are the heirs of nominalism, they continue

work and

it

its

tend to solipsism.

There is also another historical tradition of human
thought which it may be advisable to take up. It is
that of Greek philosophy.
The physicists and metaphysicians

who

preceded Socrates,

The

all

admit the exis-

which
were water, air,
fire, atoms, homoeomeries, the
infinite, numbers, the
internal being.
The human mind comprised such
reality more or less completely and nature obtruded
from without upon thought. It had not yet struck
them that thought itself had created its object and was
tence of a reality in

itself.

only contemplating
perceive

things.

Sophists, to

whom

:

its own forms, when it believed to
The first subjectivists were the

individual thought

is

the measure of

and truth (-navrw /ifrpuv av&poxroc). But Socrates
opposed and destroyed for centuries to come the subreality

jectivism of the

Sophist.

Plato,

Aristotle, the

Epi-

cureans, the Stoics are realists of different degree and

Even Pyrrho,

more or less
faithful disciples, Arkesilas, Carneades, Aenesidemos
and Sextus do not deny the existence of a thing in itself.
They do not claim that the mind seizes its own
type.

the skeptic, and his

representations in cognizance; they only say that

human

opinions concerning the nature of things are too variable

and too contradictory and cannot therefore be accepted as
an adequate expression of truth.
With regard to the

We

*
need not mention that iue would be careful in drawing these conclusions which are imputed to the system of Kant. (Annotation of Mr. L. Carrau.)

realism of

scientific

is

it

sciei/tijic

realism to

Mr. Abbot
is

is

the philoso-

to replace in future

modern metaphysics established by Kant and by
But what does Mr. Abbot mean by

"

He

realism?

scientific

Modern

says in chapter

1

:

science consists of a mass of propositions

respecting the facts, laws, order and general constitution
universe.
It
is
a product of the aggregate

of the

human

activity of the

intellectual

race,

and could no

more have been produced by an individual than could
the language in which its propositions are expressed.
These propositions incorporate the results of universal

human experience and reason, from which all elements
of personal eccentricity, ignorance or error have been
graduall}' eliminated in the course of ages."

The

principles from

these philosophers explained the world

and

fulfilled

the

nominalism.

the principal of the relativity of cognizance, conclude
that

long

phy, or rather the method, which
all

Hume,

Berkeley and

now

to save

of nominal-

which the future belongs.

and absolute egotism or the solipsism

;

the natural development, the last

Kantism.*
these

became necessary and beneficent in order
human thought. But this work

liberty of

ism

resorts.

noumenon

of Fichte

They consider universals as substances

independently of and apart from individuals.
Others are so with more moderation and following
exist

Aristotle take universals as substances, but substances

Logically also the system of Kant leads to the negation
of the

are

who

dependent upon and inseparable from particular things.
Orthodoxy in the service of realism brought on intolerance and persecution.
The revolution of nominalism

in

it

them

of

Scotus Eriget/a,

as

cer-

is

Consistently the universe remains locked up in

it.

Some

schoolmen.

own existence. The
known; we know, by which

the idea of one's

not directly

is

only cognizance which

first

utmost extreme,

things independent of the mind.

is

e.xtasis suffices to clear

suspicion of subjectivism.

all

The

denied that the relations which unite

it is
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condition of certitude for science

essential

therefore, " the

is,

unanimous consensus of the competent."

That means the acquiescence of all intelligences, duly
prepared, to general propositions which constitute universal experience.
But propositions express
between, ami

are

relations,

inseparable

from,

and relations
terms.

exist

Science

claims that the relations which are stated to exist, exist

among objective
The propositions

realities

and are

real as

much

as they.

of science have an objective value.

for instance, science declares that the weight of one

If,

atom

hydrogen is about the 0,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,109,312th part of a gram, or 109,312 octillionth grams,

of

it

is

demonstrated that the results which are

clearly

obtained are no mere constructions of inner states, for
no internal modification can represent their marvelous

To

minuteness of gravity.
ously equal to zero.

To

our consciousness

science

it

is

it

is

rigor-

a quantity actually

existing

in nature.
It is just this quantity and not
another; and no analysis or combination of subjective
concepts will explain why the decimal number of grams
in this case

We

is

precisely

may add

impossible

to

what

it is.

that these results

foresee

— and

this

which
is

it is

a proof

absolutely
of

their
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—

can be ascertained daily and constantly by
which force the assent of the most incredulous
minds.
Mr. Abbot concludes that science owes its
uninterrupted progress and its more and more undisputed
authority to a method which is exactly opposed to that

objectivity

processes

of

philosophy;

idealistic

been effected which

— certainly a
the former — and that
science

in

consequently, a divorce has

philosophy as well as to

fatal to

is

degree to the

less

than to

latter

should cease for the

this separation

whose discredit might
become irremediable; and for the higher interests of the
human mind which cannot dispense with philosophy.
better reputation of philosophy,

And

separation will not cease unless philosophers

this

means,

unless they consider their

universe which gives to

its

own thought
existence,

it its

are original, and,

thoroughness.

The

movfievmi

becomes

of

Greeks,

the

the

modern phraseology exactly

in

intelligible,

what remains to be cognized is the noumenon.
But at bottom it is one and the same reality, a reality
which exists of itself. The noumenon of to-day will be the
phenomenon of to-morrow. There are not two distinct
spheres like two worlds which exclude each other.
indeed;

There is only one single world, the intelligibility of
which is the fundamental postulate of science a postulate which may be proved, if it were necessary, by

—

new

each

To

discovery.

would be phenomenon,
only

in so

an

man

to

far not accessible as

this side of existence,

intelligence

infinite

the

all

non-phenomenon

he does not yet

although nothing cuts off

is

know
human

intelligence forever.

Idealism, subjectivism,
selves

what
in

the

is

proportion

as

it

which is the religion
which modern spirit admits.

act

of

reality.

consciousness
It

is

exists in itself.

at

once

real

all

intelligibility

one has

Nothing

what

to ask

scientific

but

relations.

all

and

it is

by

its

dif-

representation, the
it

the

is

all

of

absolute

object.

noumenon; and

It
it

method

Truly our

And

cognizance can be resolved into judgments.

we have

as

said, relations are not separable neither in exist-

ence nor in thought from the realities themselves among
which they exist.
" It was the great defect of the old scholastic realism
to treat relations as if they were things, and conceive
them as separate entities; it is the great merit of the new
scientific realism to treat things and relations as two
totally

orders of objective reality, indissolubly

distinct

united and mutually dependent, yet for

all

that utterly

unlike in themselves.
"

The

thing

(

lated internal
qualities,

hoc aliguid unitm numero, das

a unitary system of closely corre-

is

forces,

and

manifests

actions, or motions; the

motions constitute
constitutes

tions

u,

r6Si

Ding, das Etzvas)

it

it

itself

qualities,

by

specific

actions, or

phenomenon; the system of relanoumenon constitutes, that is, both

a

—

a

the real unity of the thing and

its

intelligible character.

This immanent relational constitution of the single thing
is,

according

'principle
itatis

of

the

to

theory of noumenism, the true

individuation'

— quodvis

individuum

(firiucifiium
est

individual-

omnimodo dctermina-

tum); perception never exhausts or discovers all the
single relations of determinations which it includes,
although prolonged attention always discovers more and
more of them. It is never known wholly, which,
however, is no reason for denying that it is known in part
by science. Scientific discovery has thus far stopped
with the atom and the person, as the practical limits of
Einzclwesen, Eiuzeldingc'); the universe

words,

a

understanding comprehends nothing but relations, for

its

other

to

intelligibility.

is

intelligible

is

lead

of the universe which exists in

but

subject and

That means,

fundamental postulate of the

but

Only the

is

If the

infinite

must

of science, the only one

religion

exists,

In

perusal, to

its

deserves.

represented

existence in and

its

ferent successive states.

them-

it

accepted,

if

exists

represented.

is

only

has

is

in

commend

I

nothing

If

what

represented,

subject

phenomenism bear

contradiction.

their

realism,

Scientific

contrary.

its

What cannot be known is only what does not exist at
What is intelligible is cognizable, if not actually
all.
known. What is actually known is the phenomenon

and

author the attention which

itself,

true

have deprived them of their force.

short,

is

give to the relationism or the scientific realism of the

its

upon science the experimental
objective and a posteriori method, which by conquering
nature daily increases the power of man and produces
an intercourse of intelligences by an adherence to truths
the number of which incessantly increases.
Kant has opposed the phenomenon to the non-phenomenon, and he was right. But this opposition soon
becomes with him that of the phenomenon and noumenon, the noumenon being taken as the unknowable.
In other words, the unknowable is the incomprehensiStrange perversion of the meaning of terms!
ble.

They

can only sum up their essential fea-

I

But the book

as a part of this

object; unless they graft

and

;

dare say, they are not lacking in

I

tures and, perhaps,

is

value and

noumenon

is

only sketch the arguments of Mr. Abbot.

I

absolute reality,

its

exists

phenomenism.

that of

quit a sterile subjectivism and leave the ego,to enter res-

olutely into the universe declaring

which

that all

also,

pure phenomenism leads to an exclusive noumenism,

analysis of the universe into single things

all-thing (allding)
less

;

between these extremes

(fidvade?,

itself
is

is

the

a count-

multitude of intermediate composite things, (mole-

cules,

masses,

compounds,

societies, states, etc.)

species,

The systems

in all these various things

and comprehensiveness

—

genera,

families,

of internal relations

vary immensely in complexity
in fact, the complexity and
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The

comprehensiveness of the system determines the grade
of the thing in the scale of being; but in every case the

immanent

relational constitution of the thing constitutes

unity, quiddity,

real

its

noumenal

essence, substantial

form, formal cause, or objectively intelligible character."

The
tem

universe, therefore,

is

intelligible, as

the sys-

it is

But what is intelligence? It is (i) the
immanent relational constitutions; (2)
creator of immanent relational constitutions.

the sole

And

by voluntary

tional constitutions

only a servant.

The

are only a relational
itself

is

of rela-

it

disposes

executing will

which conceives ends
Now, means
system having in view the end, and

It is

intelligence

and discovers means for
the end

when

activity

of means having in view an end.
is

power

intelligence manifests this creative

their realization.

a thing conceived as possible,

i.

e., as

Let

me

forms and

identical in all

is

Moreover,

degrees.

all

intelligence,

its

from

the instinct of animals up to sovereign thought, has as
its

sole function to discover or to create ends,

tems of immanent
.

relations.

Intelligence

i.

e.,

svs-

Let us draw the conclusions of Mr. Abbot's premises:
The infinite intelligibility of the universe proves its
Indeed, only an infinite intelligence

infinite intelligence.

can create an

The

infinite relational constitution.

infinitely intelligible universe

ent totalitv of

which
which

being, since there

could possibly

is

self-existent

attributes;

be

all

it

and

it

is

to

that

in all its
itself to

were likewise

To

intelligent.

The

relational constitution.

its

intelligibil-

system of the universe, considered as an
must originate in the intelligence or creative

ity or relational

understanding of the universe considered

This

is

substantially the

From

this

infinite

intelligence of the universe

follows that

it

is

cause.

and

this

infinite

which influence one another,

an infinite subject-object or an infinite

intelligence having consciousness

The immanent
verse-object

a

as

meaning of Spinoza's famous

intelligibility

relational

being infinitely

by

itself.

constitution of the

must
Therefore

intelligible

uni-

be an

It is no
which would be no system at all. It is no mere
multitude of monads or atoms, for they would form an
unintelligible aggregate of systems— and it is no mere
machine, for a machine is an imperfect system which can-

absolutely perfect system of nature.

:

chaos,

not either preserve or reproduce

organism, for such an organism
perfect system.

itself.
is

or

the infinite

of the universe per

The

life

evolution theory,

conquest of our century

is

se.

is true, is the great scientific
but not in the mechanic and

it

;

Spencer and Haeckel. Their own
They speak of a tendency to
preserve the type of ancestors by heredity, of a tendency
to cast out by selection those which are less adapted to
materialistic sense of

principles refute them.

the struggle for existence, as

if

"

The

organic

infinite

and

infinite

will,

it

giving

did

itself

and

of

the

life

wisdom and

infinite

infinite love, infinite

rectitude and infinite holiness, infinite

and power,

nature

in

organih'c
is

and

infinite beatitude

word tendency

the

immanent teleology
excludes mere mechanism!
not imply an

wisdom, goodness
and life-

infinite spiritual person, the living

God from whom

all

things proceed."

This deduction of Mr. Abbot's

is

a

little

too bold!

Pantheism generally did not take the trouble to prove
the existence of an immanent thought in the universe.
The God of Spinoza has an attribute which resembles

The

intelligence.

difficulty

commences when moral

and personality are required.

them from

having excluded

Spinoza

is

sup-

It

is

a cosmic

the only absolutely

"substance."

his

quote here the passage containing his argument, but I
highly appreciate the ingeniousness of his dialectics on

To give him a chance of being appreciated
would be necessary to reproduce the whole last
chapter of his book.
There his views are summarily
indicated, and we hope that the author will give them
in another work the full development they deserve.
Let me only select one more quotation in which
sense and how far Mr. Abbot declares himself a panthis point.
it

theist:

" If

natura naturans and natura natnrataP

distinction of

self-realization

Mr. Abbot wants to preserve them; and I am by no
means sure that he has succeeded. I have no space to

But

must be the absolute author or eternal originator of

effect,

eternal

no 'other'

express this thought in less abstract terms: the universe

own immanent

The

posed

existence.

its

perfect

the self-exist-

is

must be self-determined
it

universe-subject.

attributes

could not possibly determine

unless

intelligible

owe

absolutely

of creative thought in creative being

essentially

is

teleological.

"

the

universe per se proves that

add that intelligence

its

and

intelligible

self fulfillment

a

system of immanent relations.

infinitely

343

organic system of nature proves that the universe-object
is the eternal, organic, and teleological self-evolution of

of systems.

sole discoverer of

COURT.

all

forms of monism are

necessarily

deemed

pantheism, on the ground that pantheism must include
all systems of thought which rest on the principle of

one sole substance, then scientific theism must be conceded to be pantheism; for it certainly holds that the all is

God and God
spirit

the

and matter

as

all;

that the dualism

stances, eternally alien to each other
tile

which

two incomprehensibly

in their essential nature,

is

jjosits

related sub-

and mutually hos-

a defective

intellectual

synthesis of the facts, and therefore greatlv inferior to

the

monism which

posists the absolute unity of substance

and absolute unity of relational constitution in one
ganic universe per se, and which conceives God, the
finite subject, as eternally

orin-

thinking, objectifving and re-

vealing Himself in nature, the infinite object.

*

*

*

—

;
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on the other hand, pantheism

If,

whether

personality,

real

emphatically, scientific theism

purely

personality;

spiritual

*

*

feeling and will.

not pantheism, but

is

Teleology

diametrical opposite.

*

of all

the denial

is

or infinite, then, most

finite

its

the very essence of

is

presupposes thought,

it

There

no such thing

is

as

not conscious in the finite

unconscious teleology,

if

it

is

organism,

it

is

not in the organic stiucture

as of

course

from the organic consciousness and
must be conscious in the infinite organism

distinguished

as

action, then

it

which creates the finite. Ends and means are inconceivable and impossible, except as ideal or subjective
relational systems which the creative understanding
absolutely produces, and which the will reproduces in
nature as real or objective relational systems; hence the
of teleology

recognition

nature

in

the

necessarily

is

recognition of purely spiritual personality
"

For every deeply religious philosophy must hold fast,
same time, the two great principles of the transcendence anel the immanence of God. If God is not
at the

conceived as transcendent

He

is

confounded with matter,

But

hylozoism, materialism or material pantheism.

as in

He is not conceived
His own universe as a

as

if

mechanic.

nite

immanent

— immanent, that
human

theism

universe so far as

This

experience.

is

it

as

known, and

is

unknown

remains

which

on

account a personal

this

anel

is

it

a pit}' without

tem of Plato or Stuart
pity

still

that

selves, only

look

at

which

it

I

know

Him

denial of

really

is

unknowable-

'

human mind by

calling

not possibly understand

square root

which

is

tion.

man

— an

it

synonym

'

unknowable

reality,'

human

Such language
say

that

I

am

is

God

I

not entirely convinced

personality of the universe gives

A person must
on the condition of

a contradiction.
exists only

necessarily limited;

if

me
be-

?

The

Shall
infinite-

the impression of

an ego, and an ego

A person
he has consciousness, he must
a

non-ego.

whom

it.

I

uni-

think Goel must

prayer and love

unknown

is

And

still

judge from analogy that the

the universe anel against fate,

is

it is

a tran-

offered;

it

is

if

part of the

this

be a transcendent God,

unknown

universe will

which

are often

Whether we may be mistaken
Goel exists

cruel

in

or not in the

do not examine here, but

I

man's heart will be entirely changed
divine nature of the scientific theism suffice him.

if

I

the

I cannot enter into a discussion of Mr. Abbot's book
It may suffice
would take too much time and space.
having called to this truly remarkable book the atten-

of these

men

as

expect to find in the meditation

still

deep problems the ultimate raison d ctre and the

chief dignity of thought.

TH. RIBOT

ON DISEASES OF MEMORY.
BY DR. PAUL CARL'S.

Materials for the study of the diseases of
are abunelant.
in

The

difficulty lies in classifying

giving to each case

its

memory
them

proper interpretation and

in

upon the mechanism of memRibot distinguishes two great classes: (I) general

learning

(II)

its

true bearing

partial diseases of memory.

General

eliseases

are either (l) temporary, (3) periodica), or (3) progressive.
(1.)

think.

The

be neither more merciful nor more helpful than the uniMan implores a God just against
verse now known.

and

makes us

become aware of

to

universe which

ory.

elevated anel

Truly one really

neither heart nor tenderness; at least

atoms which are addressed.

the quintessence of supersti-

heart."

God

love the

not the law of gravitation or the systems of suns or

for impossible reality or absois

man

has never

scendent

with the

unreal quantity, a surd, a

To

be at once immanent anel transcenelent, but

non-exist-

But it gives an idea of God which not only satisthe demands of the human intellect but no less those

of the

is

the

is,

and outrage the
to worship what it can-

minus one, an

of

only a

upon

unreality; for that

lute

I

Him

confound

— that

an excellent

It is

to one's tender-

Scientific theism eloes not insult

ent.

fies

to

or unintelligible

hearts

fire.

tion of such

It

The

heart.

ness,

known' and the unknown as absolutely one in
being; God is 'known' as the immanent, anel
unknown as the transcendent, but He is absolutely
knovvable as both the immanent anel the transcendent.
'

we

pity, at least, if

which can respond
a heart which burns with the same

it

'

a greater

loves only that being

merely subjective distinction of the transcendence and
immanence of God perfectly corresponds with that of

'

seems

it

no object for love.

the world, are poetic expressions.

belief that

'

But

Mill.

universe and the laws of the universe, or the order of

the only legitimate or philo-

'

existence out-

are entirely apathetic to such a divine

for intelligence, but

eleclare that

'

is

cannot he a person analogous to our-

nature, to such a cosmic system.

meaning of the worel transcendent; for God is
still conceiveel as immanent alone, anel in no sense transcendent in the- infinite universe per se.
Hence, the

real

God

more perfect. It is a
from the demands of the

sophical

the

doubt that there

and such non-divine existence must either
have been created by Him or be co-eternal, as in the sys-

their laws.

lies

what he is not. I know that
God would not be all being,

side of Goel;

beyond

the woilel

in

is,

it

infi-

Him

conceives

universe so far as

in the

banished from

is

Creator ex nihilo and mere

Scientific

the

in

transcendent

immanent He

distinguish himself from

verse has for

Goel.

in
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'Jemporary amnesia usually makes

its

appear-

same way. Trousseau
reports the case of a magistrate who, attending a meeting of a learned society in Paris, went out bareheaded,
walked as far as the quay, returned to his place and took
part in the discussions with no knowledge of what he
had done. Very often acts begun in the normal state
ance-

suddenly and ends

in

the
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are continued by the patient during the period of automatism, or

woids

commented upon.

read are

just

mental automatism

If a period of

not accompanied

is

by consciousness amnesia does not need explanation,

as,

commenced his English and classical studies under tutors
and was progressing satisfactorily, when, after several
months' successful study,

and

nothing having been produced, nothing could be con-

A

made to inhale the vapor of ether or ammonia, of which the odor was disagreeable, cried, angrily:
"Go away, go away, go away!" and when the attack
was over knew nothing of what had taken place. If,
child

in this case,

was

it

is

reasonable to believe that consciousness

we mav also affirm
The magistrate
instances.

present,

other

movements

able to direct his

its

such

in

many

existence in

mentioned was

just

manner

a

as to

sation in

And

feeble that amnesia ensues.

Dreams

weak.

which

of

vanishes are very

common.

seem very

a short

vivid;

effaced forever.

remembrance immediately

all

The

visions of the night

time elapses and

They seem

they are

to be strong, not because

they are so in reality, but because no other stronger stute
exists to force them into a secondary position.

We

pass

character.

now

to

Cases of

temporarv amnesia of
this

a destructive

A

kind are of greatest interest.

young woman, married to a man whom she loved passionately, was seized during confinement with prolonged syncope, at the end of which she lost all recollection of events
had occurred since her marriage, inclusive of that
ceremony. She remembered very clearly the rest of her
that

up to that point. * * * At first she pushed her
husband and child from her with evident alarm. She has

life

never recovered recollection of

this period of

her

life,

nor of any of the impressions received during that time.
Her parents and friends have convinced her that she is

She

married and has a son.

believes their testimony,

because she would rather think that she lost a year of
her

than that

life

all

But
She looks

her associates are imposters.

conviction and consciousness are not united.

upon husband and

child without being able to realize

how

she gained the one and gave birth to the other.

The

explanation of this case

sibility

may

be found

in the

impos-

of the reproduction or the entire destruction of

Strange cases of amnesia are such which

residua.

require a complete re-education.
esting cases from Forbes

"A

Winslow

We

was thrown from

violent concussion

of the brain.

was observed

to

be

naturally intelligent child.

and received a
For several days he

his carriage

when

restored,

his

in a state similar to that of a

Although

in

middle

life,

he

at the

termination of a severe illness

his faculties."
(

2.

)

The most

clearly defined and the

instance of periodic a/u/iesia on

record

is

most complete
the case of a

young American woman reported by Macnish in his
Philosophy of Sleep. " Her memory was capacious and
well stored with a copious stock of ideas.

Unexpect-

edly and without any forewarning, she

into a pro-

fell

found sleep, which continued several hours beyond the
ordinary term. On waking she was discovered to have
lost even' trace of acquired knowledge.
Her memory

was tabula rasa ; all vestiges, both of words and things,
were obliterated and gone. It was found necessary for
her to learn everything again.
She even acquired, by

new

the art of spelling, reading, writing and
and gradually became acquainted with the
persons and objects around, like a being for the first time
brought into the world. In these exercises she made
efforts,

calculating,

But, after a few months,
somnolency invaded her. On rousing
from it, she found herself restored to the state she was
in before the first paroxj'sm but was wholly ignorant of
everv event and occurrence that had befallen her afterward. The former condition of her existence she now
calls the old state, and the latter the new state; and she
considerable

another

fit

proficiency.

of

;

is

as unconscious of

her double character as two distinct

For example,

persons of their respective natures.
her old state she possesses
her

new

state

only what

in

the original knowledge, in
she acquired since. * * *
all

In the old state she possesses fine powers of penmanship,

while in the

new

she writes a poor,

awkward

hand, hav-

ing had neither time no means to become an expert."

These periodical

:

remained utterly unconscious and
intellect

quote two inter-

clergyman, of rare talent and energy, of sound

education,

all

indeed, the states of

consciousness which constitute the dream are extremely

gradually returned

why he did so, he replied: 'I feel a peculiar senmy head; and now it appears to me that I knew
this before.'
From that time he rapidly recovered

asked

where consciousness is indicated amnesia can be explained by the
dream-like weakness of the conscious state, which is so
In cases

memory

was found to have lost the recollection of everything,
even the names of the most common objects. His health
being restored, he began to re-acquire knowledge like a
child.
After learning the names of objects he was
taught to read, and, after this, began to learn Latin.
He
made considerable progress, when, one day, in reading
his lesson with his brother, who was his teacher, he suddenly stopped and put his hand to his head. Being

evade obstacles, carriages and passers-by, which denotes
a certain degree of consciousness.

his

former wealth and polish of culture."
"A gentleman about thirty years of age, of learning
its

and acquirements,

served or reproduced.
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A

transitions lasted for four years.

second, less complete but more

periodic amnesia

is

common form

which Dr.

that of

Azam

of

gives an

interesting description, in the case of Felida X., and to

which Dr. Dufay found
patients.

A

A

brief

woman

a parallel in

summary

of hysterical

one of

his

own

will suffice for our purpose.

temperament was attacked

in
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malady affecting her

1S56 with a singular

manner
from one

that she lived a double
to the other of

two

life,

such

in

a

passing alternately

states,

Azam

which Dr.

defines as the first condition and the second condition.

In the normal or
grave,

first

condition, the

and

reserved

laborious.

woman was

serious,

Suddenly, overcome

with sleep, she would lose consciousness and awake in
In this state her character was
the second condition.

changed; she became gay, imaginative, vivacious and
She remembered perfectly all that had
coquettish.
taken place

in

other similar states and during her normal

Then, after the lapse of a longer or shorter period,
On awaking she
she was again seized with a trance.
in
this
state she had no
condition.
But
first
was in the
in
the
second condihad
occurred
what
of
recollection
anterior
normal
periods.
only
remembered
tion; she
normal
state
(first
condition)
years
the
With increasing
lasted for shorter and shorter and less frequent periods
while the transition from one state to the other, which
had formerly occupied something like ten minutes took
For purposes of special
place almost instantaneously.
this
case
may be summed up
in
essential
facts
study, the
passed
alternately through
patient
The
words.
in a few

compound resultant of very complex states. The mechanism of consciousness is comparable to that of vision. Here

we have

a visual point in

and precise; about
tion

which alone perception

which

is

The Ego,

circumference.

to

perpetually renewed,

by the memory.

we

phenomenon

advance

the present of

most part nour-

for the

is

clear

is

which percep-

the visual field in

progressively less clear and precise as

is

from center

ished

it is

Beneath the unstable compound

of consciousness in

all

protean phases

its

of growth, degeneration, and reproduction, there

something

remains, and

that

this

something

is

is

the

all

the

life.

memory entire; in
two
partial
memory
formed of all
only
a
had
she
the other
state.
The
case reported
received
in
that
the impressions
states; in

one she possessed her

analogous

by Dr. Dufay
It is worth noting that
is

amnesia there

is

to that just given.*

in

some forms of periodica]
memory which is never

a part of the

wiped out, but which remains common to both condiOn examining the general characteristics of
tions.
periodical amnesia

we

extreme cases an evolution
The two memories are independent
find, in

of two memories.
of one another ; when one appears, the other disappears,
each is self-supporting-, each utilizes, so to speak, its

own

As

material.

a result of this discerption of

ory, the individual appears
living a double

Ego

depends

The

life.

(or appears to

of associating the

present

—

toothers

at least

illusion

is

—

memto

be

natural, for the

depend) upon the possbility
states

There are two disattraction.
Each draws
and
association
centers
tinct
of
influence
upon
is
without
and
certain
groups,
to itself
others.

this leads us to a great subject, viz.: to the

conditions of personality .f

The Ego

is

no distinct entity of conscious

.Such an hypothesis

is

useless

and contradictory;

states.
it

is

a

worthy of a Psycholog in its infancy.
Contemporary science sees in conscious personality a

conception

is

* For further details, see
s 77, November 10; 1S79,

i

Azam, Re\ue Scit'ntifique, 1S67, May 20, September
March S. And Dufay, ibid., iS76,July 15,

f Mr. Hegeler calls my attention to the fact that these instances of double
person who was hypnoconsciousness are analogous to cases of hypnotism.
tised, when awakened, retains in the normal state no recollection of the state of
remembers
what had taken
again,
he
patient
is
hypnotised
hypnosis. But if the
place in a former hypnotic state and eventually will remember it in succeeding
personalities
are
formed in one
distinct
In
this
way
two
states of hypnosis.
and the same individual. In the study of these facts the key to problem of the
for.
be
looked
soul must

A

expressed

and which

one word, coeuaesthesis (Germans

in

The unity of

" Gemeingefiihl).

the

Ego is

call

it

not that of

a mathematical point, but that of a very complicated

mechanism;

a consensus of vital processes, co-or-

is

it

dinated by the nervous system and by consciousness the

form of which

natural

is

is

unity.

In progressive atnnesia the work of dissolution

(3.)

slow and continuous, resulting

tion of

memory.

complete destruc-

in a

Physicians distinguish between

differ-

them

ent kinds of dementia according to causes, classing
as

paralytic,

senile,

These

etc.

The

interest for us.

distinctions

have no

progress of mental dissolution

is

fundamentally the same, whatever be the cause, and this
progress is to us the only fact with which we are con-

The

cerned.

question

in this dissolution

Amnesia

is

now

A

arises,

does loss of

memory

follow any regular order?

limited at

first

to recent events, extends

and

to ideas, then to sentiments

and

affections,

finally to

would be natural to believe that
the latest impressions were the most distinct and the
most stable. But if with the beginning of dementia the
nervous cells degenerate, they become a prey to atrophy.
actions.

priori

it

new modification in the cells nor the formanew dynamical associations is possible, or at

Neither a
of

tion
least

permanent.

The most

careful observers have

emotional faculties are effaced

remarked

that the

much more slowly

At

faculties.

the intellectual

first

thought

it

than

seems

strange that states so vague as those pertaining to the
feelings should be

more

states in general.

Reflection will

stable than ideas

are the most profound, the most

tenacious of

edge

is

all

show

and intellectual

that the feelings

common and

phases of mental activity.

the most

While knowl-

an acquired and a foreign element, feelings are

innate.
is

16;

the product of

is

vital processes, constituing bodily perception,

with those that are

reanimated or localized in the past.

And

obscure consciousness which

a

Feelings form the

the destruction of the

The

last

self;

amnesia of the feelings

self.

acquisitions to

succumb

are

the

organic

This requires only a
minimum of conscious memory, having its seat in the
cerebral ganglia, the medulla and the spinal cord.
habits, the routine of daily

life.

We

thus

see

that

the progressive destruction of

memory

—

;
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follows a logical order, a law.
sively
If

advances progres-

It

from the unstable to the stable.
memory in the process of decay

the path just indicated,

should follow that the same

it

path in a contrary direction

forms which are the

follows invariably

last to

the process of

is

growth

disappear should he the

are the most
and the synthesis progresses from the lower
to manifest themselves, since they

first

stable,

the

to

And

so

example

Taine quotes a very instructive

indeed.

it is,

De

in his essay,

U'intelligence

"There

:

case of a celebrated Russian astronomer

who

first

is

a

forgot

events of recent experience, then those of the year, then
those of the latter portion of his

widening

the breach contin-

life,

only remembrance of childhood

until

The

remained.

was thought

case

to

dissolution suddenly ceased and repair

was gradually bridged over

in

began

the breach

;

contrary

a

But

be hopeless.

the time of his death."

The facts of
memory

(II.)

be

now

necessary to admit that the cerebral residua
to

vocal sign,

graphic sign, and to the movements that

its

an idea, and those corresponding to

express the one or the other, are associated

And what

partial amnesia, that there should

of

loss

for

music and for nothing

else,

But

appear inexplicable and almost miraculous.

we

if

we
memory

anatomical conclusions are

the fact that there

may

be loss of

in

to

of

its

the cortex?

draw from
movements

without that of ideas, of speech without that of writing,
or of writing without that of speech

which we

We can only sug-

?

are unable to answer.

There are also cases entirely opposite in character,
where functions that were apparently obliterated, have
been revived, and vague recollections attain extraordinary intensity. Is this exaltation of memory, which phyIt is,
sicians term hvpermnesia, a morbid phenomenon?
at least, an anomaly.
General excitation of memory
seems to depend entirely upon physiological causes, and
particularly upon the rapidity of the cerebral circulation.

There

direction;

youth appeared, then those of middle
age, then the experiences of later yeais, and finally the
most recent events. His memory was entirely restored
recollections of

at

it

corresponding

gest these queries,

higher.

ually

Is
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are several accounts of

drowned persons saved

from imminent death who agree that at the moment of
asphyxia they seemed to see their entire lives unrolled
before them in the minutest incidents.
One of them
testifies that every instance of his former life seemed to
glance across his recollection in a retrograde succession,
not in mere outline, but the picture being

filled

every minute and collateral feature, forming

a

with

kind of

have an accurate idea of what the word really means,
the marvelous element disappears, and these facts, far
from exciting our wonder, are seen to be natural and
Memory
logical consequences of a morbid influence.

panoramic picture of his entire existence, each act of it
accompanied by a sense of right and wrong. An analogous case is that of a man of remarkably clear head, who

may

train at full speed closely

be resolved into

may

organism

memories,

just

as the life

of an

be resolved into the lives of the organs,

the tissues, the anatomical elements
Gall, the first to protest againt the

which compose it
view that memory

has one special and only one seat in our brain, assigned
to

own special memory, and denied
memory as an independent function.

each faculty

existence of

The
cited.

case recorded
"

I

the

its

by

Sir

H. Holland has been

descended," he says,

often

"two very deep mines

in

was crossing

a railway in the country

time to throw himself

between the

rails,

when an

He

approached him.

down

and as the train passed over him, the
very existence

sentiment of impending danger to his

brought vividly into his recollection every incident of
his former life in such an array as that which is suggested by the promised opening of the great book at the
last

great day."

Even allowing

in

which we can have no

accompanied
deserted

my

German word and phrase

Every

me.

recollection

;

and

it

was not

until

taken food and wine, and been some time at
I

I

had

rest, that

A

surgeon,

who was thrown from

his horse

and

remained for some time insensible, described the accident
distinctly

upon

his recovery,

with regard to his

own

of having either wife
lasted for three

of

hypcrmnesia.

days.

mental automatism

?

and gave minute directions

treatment.
or

children, and

Is this

The

But he

lost all idea

this

condition

case to be explained

by

subject, while partly uncon-

scious, retained all his professional

knowledge.

its

They

psychology only the necessary

normal

memory

moments

are

in

of

Certain

state.

are often

the

view of

effects of irremediable

dissolution.

All these cases corroborate the

depends upon

regained them."

idea in

religious ecstacies manifested in last

cases

show

for exaggerasion, these instances

a superintensity of action on the part of the

from fatigue and inanition, I felt the utter impossibility
of talking longer with the German inspector who

just

the road

in the center of

the

Harz Mountains, remaining some hours underground
While in the second mine, and exhausted both
each.

express

had

nutrition.

What

fact

that

memory

quickly learned

is

is

soon forgotten, and the expression "to assimilate knowledge " is not a metaphor. The psychical fact has an
organic cause.

For the

fixation of recollections time

necessary, since nutrition does not do

its

work

in

is

a

moment.
Cellular modifications and dynamic associations are

assumed to be the material basis of
is
no memory, no human brain,
crowded it be, that is not able to

recollection.
it

There

matters not

retain all that

how

comes
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within

its

grasp, for,

are- limited,

j^ossible,

if

the possible

cellular modifications

dynamic associations are innu-

merable.

TWO

E. C. HEGELER ON THE
FOREGOING ARTICLES.

As founder of this journal I have
number my views on religious and

quoting

modern

presented in

its

ethical subjects,

psychology

as

their

examples, the cases of double consciousness, or the

formation of two personalities not knowing of each
other, in one brain.

have deemed

I

of importance that this explanation

it

of the nature of personality appear side by side with
the review of Francis E. Abbot's

Scientific Theism,
hoping that it will have a clarifying effect. I share with
Mr. Abbot the desire of preserving the " God Ideal,"
but object to individualizing God, which is a limitation.
I agree with Mr. Abbot in imagining the great All (embodying what the words God and Universe imply when

What

united) as possessing intelligence or reason.

reason

however, modern psychologj' and
the science of language have taken from the domain of

and intelligence
mystery.
ever

life

are,

Intelligence will appear and evolve where-

appears throughout the universe.

Edward

Hegeler.

C.

IS

WOMAN."

BY ELIZABETH CADY STANTON.

In his strictures on

my

woman

article "Jails

woman."

is

Such an

nut pass unchallenged.

old saws repeated

from time

to time

that pass into accepted proverbs because

out their falsehood and absurdity.

on womanhood

is

The

There are

unquestioned

no one points

The above wholesale

one of these, as the most casual

survey of the facts of history will readily prove.

The

established

customs

church governments;

civil

of all nations; state and
and canon law; the tone of

and secular, alike show that woman's
man.

literature, sacred

worst enemy

is

All social customs are based on the idea of
inferiority

go

»1

and her necessary subjection to

order of society, but the

fact, that in

woman's

man

for the

proportion to

her higher education and development she repudiates his
authority,

her

own

to

must not blame Chinese women for cramping
in iron shoes, nor Turkish women for their
folly and imbecility in the slavery of the harem, nor
American women for lapping their ribs, boring holes in
their ears, or cultivating

hump

They do

own

shows

choice.

an excresence like a camel's

Men are responsible for all this.
what women do to exaggerate their

on their spines.
not care

helplessness and ignorance.

Masculine opposition

women

has been uniformly called out to keep

that her subordination has not been of

Hence

to

make woman

they

as

are, to suppress their individual life, larger liberty

and
Their protests have been loud and

higher education.

long against

women

entering the colleges, the profes-

world of profitable work, but they have never
made any organized opposition against the customs that
degrade and defraud them. For every step in progress
that woman has made toward the freedom she enjovs
sions, the

to-day, she

is

indebted to her

Because one

woman

own

sex.

has questioned the goodness and

wisdom of the Queen of England,
Mr. Hegeler to pass so sweeping a

it

will hardly

libel

on

all

do for

woman-

kind.

To

farther prove that

worst enemy, look

man

has always been

at his constitutions, state

woman's

and national,

and criminal codes for one-half the citizens
for the mothers who rocked the

at his civil

of the United States

—

cradle of the Republic.

The English system of jurisprudence from which
sprung our American law, from Blackstone down to
Story, is invidious and inimical toward woman.
Lord

woman

is

has well said, "the English

a disgrace to the civilization

common law for
and Christianity

Women

have had no voice

in

the

making of

laws and constitutions, but for half a century

have publicly protested against them, and

assertion in so influential a journal as

Open Court must

libel

is

of the nineteenth century."

and Jubilees,"
Mr. Hegeler makes the assertion that "the worst enemy

many

folly

We

Brougham

"THE WORST ENEMY OF WOMAN

of

moral or material, that have grown out

their feet

main support.
Hering's essav on Memory as a General Function of
Organized Matter, has since been presented to the
readers.
Further, a compilation from Ribot's Diseases
Memory
(the title to which book the American
of
translator has supplemented by the words, an Essav in
the Positive Psychology') has been presented in part and
is continued in this number, giving those most instructive

evils,

of her enforced condition of ignorance and

the last degree unreasonable.

REMARKS BY MR.

first

any of the

responsible for

cations

made

in

all

at

these
least,

the modifi-

these infamous statutes, have been the

and petitions of women. Although
Congress during one century has passed fifteen amendments to the United States Constitution securing new
liberties to men, we have thus far asked in vain for any
result of the pravers

new

guarantees to protect the interests of

women.

Al-

though native born, virtuous, intelligent, law abiding
citizens, we hold the anomalous position of subjects under a foreign yoke.
tion, tried

We

are taxed without representa-

without a jury of our peers, having no voice

laws and rulers under which we live. Representafrom England, Ireland, Scotland, German}' and
France make and administer the law for the daughters
of Jefferson, Hancock and Adams, and we have no
in the

tives

redress.
If

we

stitution

turn from the state to the church, another

equally dominated by

man,

we

find

in-

nothing
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The

there to inspire one ray of hope.
bap'iz d into the church

as a citizen into the state,

born

system

tian

woman

its

women

because the whole Chris-

on the doctrine of original

built

is

status of

even more degraded than

is

sin,

and

Fathers" from

St.

so

in the

Augustine down

New

Old and

degrading

my

to

Aurora Leigh ?

to

Cardinal Gibbons,

Testaments, are one and

sex that the Rev. Charles Kings-

have

attacked the size and

at last

good world for
is swept
from the face of the earth." All these voluminous ecclesiastical authorities, unknown to women in general, have
emanated from the brain of man; for violations of the
sacred code, the penances and disciplines have been adWomen have been exiled, imprisministered by man.
oned, scourged, tortured, drowned, burnt alive, by the
Through the trying period of celibacy
edicts of man.
and witchcraft her sufferings make the blackest page in

in half a

human

Had

are pure fabrications,

woman

cation

every remnant of the canon law

history, and yet

the doctrine of her

subjection

through omnipotent sin, the source and center of all
woman's wrongs and miseries is echoed by "holy men"
in their pulpits at this hour, and worse than all, claimed
to

be by divine authority.

as in the state,

Man

Verily

in the

church

as well

woman's worst enemy has been man.

held the key to the literature of the world

centuries, and there

we find

and sacred

arid poet, secular

for

philosopher, scientist, novelist
alike,

down

to

our

own

day,

uniting in one grand chorus on the frailty and wicked-

woman. In the beautiful garden of Eden, the
Eve in her primeval purity and dignity, when addressing Adam is made to say, "God thv law, thou
mine." No one but a blind man could conceive of such
ness of

a base surrender of individual sovereignty

tion

by a being
from the hands of her Maker. And what a reflecon the Maker, is a character devoid of all moral

responsibility.

"God

thy law, thou

quoted by

men

sentiments that ever

And

mine."

this

has

been

times as one of the most beautiful

in all

fell

from the

lips of

woman.

But

while Milton sums up the highest virtues of the sex in

one

Pope

line,

He

takes two.

Some men

to business,

While every woman

is

all

masculine authors,

Swift, Fielding, Aristotle, Rousseau, Montaigne, Ches-

making woman the
satire.
Our later
arrows, but the same poison

terfield

and Lord Bacon, each

target

of

their

wit,

in

turn

vulgarity and

writers sugar coat their

makes any defence, her communi-

and put

think

I

have given

facts

Hegeler's assertion.

As

only to say that

my

England,

in

underneath.
Thackeray, Dickens, James and
Howells have all alike painted for the world's amusement exaggerated types of weak and vicious women,

lurks

while a tender truthfulness regarding their
generally pervades the writings of women.

own

the feminine brain

libel

are spread out in coarse print over
1

end of the

in fine print at the

who

many

enough

to

pages.

dispro\e Mr.

to his personal criticism

I have
arraignment of the Queen of

as the representative of a

great nation,

I

did

not over-estimate the influence she might have exerted

century to improve the condition of her subjects.

much thought to lightening the taxes on
her people, as to increasing her private fortune; had her
economies been in personal and family deprivations so
she given as

that she could herself have

made

the necessary marriage

settlements on her children, and built the desired

monu-

ments to her husband, such economies would have indeed been praiseworthy
But on the contrary she has
.

kept her private fortune, steadily accumulating,

intact,

while enjoying unbounded luxuries for herself and children by enormous taxes on her subjects. Such economy
rightly

named

is

avarice,

and there

is

Mr. Hegeler says he never read
of Victoria than

my

article in

no merit

in

it.

a harsher criticism

The Open Court.

If

mine has been the one discordant note in the grand jubilee chorus to the Queen, it is because behind all the
busy preparations for the most brilliant pageant the
world has ever witnessed, of gilded rovalty and nobility,
my eyes beheld the dark shadows on the back-ground
of homeless, starving men, women and children, into
whose desolate lives would never come one touch oi
light or love.
There is something to me unspeakably
sad in the eager gazing multitudes that

There

is

crowd the

streets

ever a sphinx-like

questioning look in their upturned faces, that seems to
say, "Ah! must the many ever suffer that the few may

to pleasure take,

at heart a rake.

Similar sentiments characterize

curtailed

on these grand gala days.

says:

some

is

periodical,* while those

ideal

fresh

woman's

distance of

s

They have actually explored the cranial arch of
the female head to show that cur brains weigh less and
are of an inferior quality to their own.
If a woman,
who knows that half their facts published to the world
brains.

ley has well said, "this will never be a
until

grander heroine than

a

In the department of science these masculine enemies

expressing the thought of the " Holy

as well as the Jewish prophets and Christian apostles, as

all

drew

novelist ever

Charlotte Bronte's Jane Eyre? What poet ever painted
so pure a character as Elizabeth Barrett Browning's

chief actor and author.

The canon laws

recorded

What

3-19

sex,

As the sun went down cm that
what a contrast in the close of the day's
tween the children of luxury and want.
shine?"

Some

21st

of June,

festivities be-

brilliant in jewels, velvet

and lace, are borne
equipages to their palace homes, gay with
music, flowers and innumerable lights"; there to feast on
in

gilded

rich viands

from every quarter of the globe

;

to

pose

in

the stately quadrille or whirl in the giddy waltz, and
rest at last
*

on soft couches, curtained

See Popular Science Monthly for Jane.

in rich

India silks,
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dream of life as one long tournament. Others turn
from the gorgeous pageant weary and worn, hungry
to

and hopeless,

homes

to thread the

some

in

dark alleys

ding}' court, to

a bundle of straw and

dream

have traveled and the dreary

Who

fore them.

a

the long

of

repeat the error of Christianity in separating

share in

rest

on

they

road

opens be-

imagination

one

from

radically in thought

Such

to their cheerless

dry crust,

vista of life that

can

that

gnaw

COURT.
in

substance

its

my

is

thus

upon the

friend's criticism

attempt to establish religion on a scientific
his objections to this

itself

historical antecedents.

effort logical

basis.

and rational?

Are
Are

they founded upon a true conception of what constitutes
a " scientific basis " for religion

Religion, he asserts,

To me it

?

does not so ap-

an ultimate fact of

human

hour the miseries of England's impoverished people, can

pear.

rejoice in a reign of fifty years that has cost the nation

nature.

22,000,000 of pounds sterling in extra allowances to the
Queen and her children, in addition to the legitimate

susceptible of that careful study, that thoughtful analy-

cost of the royal household and the hereditary property

sis

rights of the throne.

applied to other natural facts and phenomena, have es-

ture

To

and orderly

BY LEWIS

The leading
is

object of

G.

JANES.

The Open Court, it

stated,

is

" to establish religion on a scientific basis;" and " the

study of religion,"

scientific

is

declared to be one of the

dominant purposes of the Free Religious Association.
valued friend, however, who shall here be nameless,
but who is an officer of the Free Religious Association,
and in hearty sympathy with the general tenor and
character of The Open Court, has more than once
affirmed in public that there can be no such thing as the
Religion, he
discovery of a scientific basis for religion.

A

asserts,

is

an ultimate fact

in

human

nature.

It

existed

glimmerings of science were perceived
by the human mind. Its object and mission then were
essentially what they still remain, in spite of the manifold changes which time has wrought in its form and
expression.
Then, as now, it gave utterance to man's
sense of dependence upon a power external to himself.
Then, as now, it framed upon human lips the symbolic
words for those emotions of awe and reverence with
which man regards the "Power, not himself," in whose
before the

first

presence he dwells eternally.
in the highest

In the lowest fetichism as

theism the characteristic features of what

we term religion, are manifest.
The attempt to establish religion on
is

therefore,

my

friend

a scientific basis,

declares, illogical and certain in

If it were possible,
would break the continuity of that line of development by which the crude emotional expression of primitive man has become displaced by the loftiest aspirations
of theistic worship.
It would establish a broad line of
demarcation between religions true and religions false,

classification,

them on

human

have simply given voice and expression to

of intellectual
liar to

and

thought and
social

environment, which were pecu-

the particular time and

of religion arose and

feeling, that limitation

place in which each form

commanded

allegiance.

It

would

we

Thompson

Spencer, Fiske and

in

the de-

—

science, dedicated to

manity's

new

the earth

?

That

reason and the fair uses of hu-

day, which

religion in

is

just

beginning to

dawn upon

earlier manifestations

its

antedated

the beginnings of science, constitutes, therefore, no valid

why

it

may

scientific basis.

On

reason

not be finally established upon a
the contrary

essential condition for

must

first

place

in

be given before
that

it

affords the first

such an establishment.
it

can be assigned

arrangement and

orderly

and

The fact
its

due

classification

which constitutes its scientific relationship to other facts.
But something more than this susceptibility to systematic
stud)' and orderly arrangement is intended, no doubt, in
the conception of the establishment of religion on a
Heretofore religion has claimed the

basis.

its

man's relation thereto,
ciety, to declare
lives

theories of the universe and

ethical

of

mandates upon sosanctions and to regulate the

to enforce

its

of individuals and the destinies of nations, inde-

pendent of the dictates of reason and of the progress of
It has said, "Thus shalt thou be-

scientific discovery.

concerning the creation of the world, concerning
and creeds, concerning the right and authority of

rituals

festations,

Already

Miiller in the department of comparative re-

ligion, like

lieve

that immaturity of

we

partment of philosophy and psychology what are they
but builders of this new temple of a religion based upon

which have mingled with

mani-

Already

Scholars and writers like Kuenen, Tiele

nature.

Max

and

foundation and raison d'etre, and the falsehood and error
historical

is

have the germs at least of a rational philosophy and
psychology which will enable us to assign religion to its
proper place, and give due weight to its claims and authority in the development of a perfect and symmetrical

right to maintain

their various

it

successfully

lishment of religion on a scientific basis.

scientific

religions have hail an essential truth in their

when

foundations.

scientific

me,

to

doubtless, one of the essential conditions for the estab-

it

all

seems

it

which,

a fact of na-

have the vigorous and growing science of comparative
religion, a thorough acquaintance with which constitutes,

the nature of things to be defeated.

whereas

Being

heartily assent.

I

—of human nature — therefore,

tablished

CAN RELIGION HAVE A SCIENTIFIC BASIS?

this

is

church and

state

over the individual, for

I

am God's

vice-gercnt,

endowed with supernatural authority

announce the

infallible truth."

When

the earth to be globular in form, religion said,

does

not

the

Scripture speak

to

science declared

of the 'four

"Not

so;

corners'

;

;

THE OPEN COURT.
of the

When
the

and can that which

earth,

round have cor-

is

Believe this heresy of science

ners?

your peril!"

at

science affirmed that the earth revolved around

sun,

maintained the geo-centric theory,

religion

based upon an alleged infallible revelation of

When
as

science and reason declared that

opposed

When

divine right of kings.

"

interposed

its

upon

The

Thus

men had

rights

human
Lord

the

duty, religion

"

as

these and of

all

and reason

lar questions, to science

and

final

all

other simi-

for their solution.

It

necessitates the acceptance of reason as the final arbiter
in

problems.

these

all

the

disclaims

It

unfounded

assumption of authority, based upon alleged supernatural

At

revelations of truth.
lished

on

same time,

the

religion estab-

be equally removed from

a scientific basis will

affirms

allegiance to free thought, places

its

emphasis upon the freedom, and
thinking.

is

it

old,

nor approving the

novelty, but modifying or adhering to the

new

for

its

form

of

its

doctrine with respect solely to the greater or less of truth

and accuracy

in

its

Relinquishing no

statement.

character as religion,

its

it

or

jot

will, nevertheless,

become more and more completely

rational,

and thus

command the allegiance of
men and women. Recog-

appeal to the convictions and
all

thoughtful and sincere

nizing the good
religion,
It will
it

will

it

that

is

will cultivate

condition

its

in

a

the historical forms of

all

generous charity toward

all.

fellowship on- character, not on creed

answer dogmatism with courteous appeals

reason and to conscience, and

Where

it

cannot confi-

dently affirm the great hopes of the older faiths,

it

surely

deny them, for

wiil not dogmatically

foreign to the scientific spirit.

all dogmatism
Denving only what

manifestly irrational and false,

it

which are of good report and which

monize with

all

men

babe

but

in

the

in

age,

manger again; the

shawm

— the

church of

or psaltery, or sackbut;

have heaven and earth for

shall

it

a

come, without

to

symbol and

beams and

its

It will fast

illustration.

enough gather beauty, music,

picture,

The

poetry.

nameless thought, the nameless power, the super-personal

heart,

repose

shall

it

shall

be established on a

faith,

not

was

Such

upon."

prophet's vision of the church, in that day

when

our

religion

In a like noble

scientific basis.

we
The Open

fronting a vision so grand and beautiful, shall
press forward in the line indicated by

all

Court, and

strive for

speedy realization

its

?

that

we

we

truly

live,

know

are in

TEMPLES AND TEMPLE-CITIES.

own more won-

a long course of centuries,

transition," said

who

Emerson, " from the

enshrined the law in a pri-

vate and. personal history, to a worship
the true eternity of the law,

its

which recognizes

presence in you and me,

it is

said, the

Delphic

has

soil

Delphi was for ages the Holy See

not been disturbed.

or chief temple-city of

Greek paganism.

Its

priesthood,

through the oracle which uttered its responses there,
governed the primitive world or guided the policy of
all its leading States.
The Delphic temple stood high

up above the

"among

level

of the sea in a Parnassian glen,

savage gorges and cold springs,"

ing what

is

now

the Gulf of Lepanto.

most picturesque and commanding.
in a

overlook-

Its

was-

site

Secluded from the

mountain solitude and yet accessible, both by
immense throngs of pilgrims, who
in the palmy days of
That priesthood, according

frequented the temple

hood, indicated.

its

to

priest-

Bishop

Thirwall, one of the ablest historians of primitive Greece,

power
The best

did not abuse or misuse, upon the whole, the vast

which

worship of the fathers

W. BALL.

French government has at last
succeeded in obtaining leave from the Greek government to search at Delphi for remains of the temple
which stood there. "It is supposed," says the London
Daily JVews, "that there are priceless treasuresburied in the ground.
There was no sanctuary to
which so many valuable presents were made as to the
Delphic one." This is true enough, but in the fourth
century, b. c, the Phocians plundered the Delphic
temple of its most valuable and venerable ex votos, such
as the golden donatives of the Lydian King Krcesus,
which were melted down and turned into money. For

world

har-

B.

are told that the

sea and land, as the

of this wonderful

and of our

BY

We

is

derful natures.

We

naked,

is

will greatly believe

those things

universe in which

to

conquests will be those

its

of love and not of physical force.

"

cold and

the

all

credo must be the intelligent affirmation

Its

simply because

of

God

in this

and self-affirmed
*
*
*
needing no voucher, no prophet, no miracle.
There will be a church founded on moral science; at

or none upon the

little

of principles which have been thoroughly thought out,
viewed upon every side, and found to conform to and
harmonize with all discovered and demonstrated truth.
It must submit even such rational affirmations to the
deepening thoughts and widening intelligence of each
successive age and generation, neither rejecting the old

tittle

them

and dogmatic form of liberalism which, while

that crude
it

to see

self-equal, self-executing, instantaneous

rafters, science for

ethics.

religion on a scientific basis

involves the relegation of

mankind begins

ethical laws, as

1

brute nature and in

algebra and mathematics of ethical law

saith

establishment of

called

next age will behold

first

problems of practical

all

is

The

called sacred.

is

reason affirmed the authority

of moral science in questions of

irrevocable

truth.

equal energy in what

what

rulers, religion asserted the

oppressive

to

its

its

35

it

wielded

for

so

many

centuries.

account of the oracle religion, which had
Delphi,
Curtius.

may be found

He

in the history of

its

exhausts the subject, and the

which he devotes

to

it

seat

at

Greece, by Ernst
chapters-

are most interesting contributions

—

:
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mankind, and are worthy to
same volume with Gibbons' celebrated

Ch

says in

he bound

longer haunted the oracular grot,

the

in

and sixteenth chapters, which relate the

fifteenth

The Delphic

and early progress of Christianity.
ular

religion,

and

intellectual

not

course,

as

mere

a

Apollo was an
genius of

people

rational

ideal

art, lyric

gross

of

refined,

antiquity

was, of

The god

superstition.

Greek, or Hellene, the presiding

god

"sweetness and
that civilization

Midland

.Sea.

was

diffused

He was

whose prophetic

round the shores of the

all

the god, also, of the art of heal-

ing as well as of prophesy, the assuager of pain and the

Mr. Gladstone,

soother of guilty consciences.

Greek

has a special reverence for this old
fact

it

seems,

divinity.

Deliverer

ling far

However

this

may

be,

it

may be

it

all

religion, in

merely

tribal

jurisdiction.

the center of the

was

Polygnotus.
beautiful

two

cartoons from

The dramatic

tragedy of

/,.//,

poet,

and

Euripides,

Plutarch,

in

in

one

life

a sort of

of the great Grecian

temple-city,

watering place for the old pagan world.

Amphictyonic Council held one of
annual sessions.
This was what would be called

its

steep

Christian

the

parlance a Panhellenic

ecclesiastical

its

in

gather-

which regulated the Religious concerns of Hellas,
and, in particular, saw that the Delphic oracle suffered
no detriment or desecration. Byron was a visitor to
the Delphic glen during his tour through Greece.
He
ing,

still

the fountain flows.

I

am

not as they,

deem that all about you ministering
Were base imposters, and mankind their prey

That the high names they seemed

to love

Were but the tools their paltry trade to
pomp of faith a mere gigantic raud,
The apparatus of a mighty lie!

;

and laud
ply;

This

Le' those that will, believe it; I, for one,
Cannot thus read the history of my kind;
Remembering all this little Greece has done

To

*****
raise the universal

know

I

By

human mind.

that hierarchs of that

their

Mysterious

own
rites

faith alone,

wondrous

race,

could keep alive

and sanctity of place,

Believing in whate'er they might contrive.
It

may

be that these influences combined
rare nature as the priestess bore,

With such
Brought

to the surface of her

stormy mind

Distracted fragments of prophetic lore.

or

On

the rocks and

Hear me avow that

his

which was

of cloud

Who

of his miscellanies, gives us a vivid glimpse of the

daily

light,

faint stars that pierced the film

Desolate Delphi! pure Castalian spring!

the

brush of

the

the late

viz:

rich devices of Hellenic pride.

Still rise

moral development of the most

with

Delphi,

*****
*****

And

it

brilliant

Another

significance.

could I dimly trace the terraced lines
Diverging from the cliffs on either side;
theatre whose steps were filled with shrines

A

advanced and civilized moiety of primitive humanity.
Its rocky soil was trodden by the feet of the most
famous men of antiquity. Its Lesche, or Conversationshaus,

new

visited

Still

To such base
been degraded by the lapse of centuries.
Yet the Delphic steep, with its great oracular shrine,

was

who

Stood those Parnassian peaks before my sight,
Whose fame throughout the ancient world was loud.

cave was used as a shelter for cows.

had

such a storied and sublime locality the his-

And some

whose deity matched with Apollo was a
god with an altogether limited and local
In the days of Byron the Delphic oracular

uses

native skv

Beneath the vintage moon's uncertain

In

period was the religion of an obscure semi-barbaric race
of shepherds,

its

mountain majesty.

of

says or sings

It was in the
supremacy a cosmopolitan or truly catholic
comparison with which the Judaism of the

its

which an enthusi-

most advantage the history

to

Lord Houghton, better known as the poet Milnes, also
wrote some fine verses inspired by the genius loci, he

outlying nations of the ancient world.

days of

in

pomp

English nobleman

truthfully

over

did,

might read

Lepanto sparkbelow and the peaks of Parnassus above him

Read

rank among the purest and most civilizing of the foremost religions of the world. It must have been such to
have been the chief religion of ancient Hellas, and to
have exercised the control, which

yon melodious wave.

just the spot, in

tory of Greece would have a

entitled to

is

pervades the spot,

still

glides with glassv foot o'er

In the wild

or Savior, while he

affirmed that the oracle religion of Apollo

no

the gale, keeps silence in the cave

Soaring snow-clad through

deems the motherless goddess, Athene, the tutelary
genius of Athens, as the pagan equivalent of the logos,
or word.

Apollo

of primitive Greece, with the Gulf of

he regards Apollo as the Greek equivalent of the

Hebrew Messiah and

in

astic Hellenist

of

direction

gentle spirit

Sighs

And

light," the jaatron deity of old Hellenic

culture and civilization, under

Some

Delphi would be

poetry, heroic games, and light and

In fact he might have been called the

right.

orac-

most

the

of

religion

the

rise

his

though

hie Harold, that

to the religious history of

In

modern

spiritualistic

was
was shrewd and

a clairvoyant,

parlance the Delphic priestess

medium, or mind- reader.

its

priesthood

knew

all

The

oracle

about the States

and cities of the world of its day and all about every
prominent person and family in it. They could speak
all

the languages of their time.

Once temples and

temple-cities

were the centers not

only of moral but of political influence.

The Moham-

medan world has for its metropolis such a
Mecca. Rome, with its St. Peter's Church,

city, viz.,
is

in

like

THE OPEN COURT.
manner

two hundred
same more or less, -who believe in Roman-

the ecclesiastical metropolis of the

millions, be the

But the scientific, enlightened, rational civilization
ism.
of to-day, and the foremost modern communities, do not
acknowledge allegiance to high priests or recognize temples or temple-cities as centers of

where supernatural

The

power and

influence

and counsel can be obtained.

aid

great shrines and temple-cities of

all

the creeds and
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workingmen to improve their condition are in
wrong direction, and therefore a "waste of power."

Much

effort

being used

is

a " waste of

is

power."

Lately

demand that convicts be not perwork at the mechanic trades, but only "on
roads."
As a worker "on the roads," I claimed

the

cures, and pilgrims and pilgrimages to shrines and so-

tion requires that they be

called holy cities; but the people

naturalisms,

who

and

who

indulge in such

believe in such exploded super-

though living

in

and breathing the

air of

the world of to-day, belong really to the past of several

They

centuries back.

are absurd survivals of

gross

ignorance, credulity and superstition.

From

relics

of a

human mind the Parthenon
Pantheon of Rome, and the Pyramids of

mood

of Athens, the

of the

Egypt, and the ruins of the old Samothracian temples,
and St. Peter's dome, and the great old mediaeval cathedrals and minsters of Europe are noteworthy and
We may even say with Emerson, that
interesting.
These temples grew

and

as

grows the

gras*,

that

Love and

But

we
who

terror laid the tiles.

cannot forget the bestial condition of the

my

ing to notice that

ft

gratify-

is

has been conceded by the

claim

trades as reasonable and just, for in the platform adopted

by the Anti-Monopoly Convention

demand

roads" has been abandoned, and
that they be

employed

It is

at

plain as figures that

or productive

now

if

the

required
least in

outside.
at any
must compete

they are employed

labor at

with somebody, and

only

it is

York, the

work upon

such labor as will be

workingmen

competition with

useful

New

in

that convicts be compelled to "

the)'

all,

in that case the spirit of

the resolu-

employed at the most expensive occupations; at those trades which pay the highest
wages, because they can best afford to stand the compe-

Of

tition.

course this doctrine will not be admitted,

and having made the
calling in

we

every useful trade and

circuit of

we

the land,

frank position

an aesthetic point of view and as

nearly extinct

think

mitted to

protection also from convict competition,

eccentricities,

I

pointed out

I

the unfairness of the

were and are
all external manifestations and outgrowths of the same
superstitious mood of mind and the same dense ignoMemphis, Sai's, Jerurance of nature and natural law.
salem, Delphi, Rome, Mecca and Benares were and are
all on the same moral plane, all claiming to be centers
and radiating points of supernatural power ami influThere was a time when this preposterous claim
ence.
But that time has gone
•was universally acknowledged.
bv so far as all really modern men and communities are
There are still shrines and so-called shrine•concerned.
religions and of every age, clime and race,

mechanic

to relieve the

trades from the competition of convict labor.
this effort

the

bring

up

against

last

at

ning, namely, that convicts must be compelled to

something that produces nothing, and
they be employed at chopping sand.
at

I

me.

have no patent on
I

have seen

the

should have maintained in the begin-

it

this plan;

it

is

I

work

suggest that

not original with

actually tried, and

I

know

its

value.

was employed with some other men in building
a house. I was bricklayer's clerk. My duty was to carry
up the bricks in a hod, while the bricklayer fixed them
with his trowel, square and true. This was before the
hod carrying business was prostrated by the competition

Once

I

of the pulley and the rope, and

when

I

used to find

it

a

have heard the phrase used by workingmen,
and although I do not understand its technical or scientific meaning, I suppose it refers to some leak or other

from the monotony and
weary iteration of the shovel and the pick. One day
the boss brought a young fellow with him to work
upon the job. He had taken him as an apprentice to
the bricklayer's trade; he gave some instructions about
The
setting the youth to work, and then went away.
new comer was not well received, for it was clear as
print that unless he should tumble off a scaffold and
break his neck, he would grow into a "competitor" at
the bricklaying business with the very men then working on the job. "What shall we set him at for a
beginning?" said one of the men to the foreman. "Set
him to chopping sand," he .-nswered, and that was done.
It was explained to the new comer that the sand
they were using was rather coarse, and that some of

defect in the machine or implement, in consequence of

a finer quality

which

him, a bushel or two of sand was placed

and kings,
almost guerdonless, to rear these monstrous and useless
architectural enormities to swell the arrogance of abso-

people

lute hierarchs

toiled at the bidding

A

and monarchs.

of piiests

pine-board

New

Eng-

land meeting-house really indicates a higher civilization

than do or did such gorgeous temples as

I

have enu-

merated.

CHOPPING SAND.
BY WHEELBARROW.
I

believe there

chanics a principle
all

its

events,

its

labor

is

somewhere

known

as "

the laws of

me-

waste of power."

At

in

I

mechanical
lost.

I

efforts

fear

are

that

weakened, and some of

many

of

the

efforts

of

healthful rest and recreation

was

A

required.

him, and he was told to chop

it

up

hatchet

fine.

was given
in

front of

He worked

— —

!
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faithfully

and well, but

his labor

was

at

last

he discovered that

;

COURT.
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all

BY W.

" waste of power," that although he

a

F.

BARNARD.

might chop forever, the sand would remain the same.
Here then is the solution of the convict labor problem,

What time we murmur, saying "wear}' life!"
And deem our task-work overburdensome,

the convicts to chopping sand; this will give them
work enough, and the results will be the desired nothing. How much of the workingmen's efforts to improve

How

set

their social condition

much

of

it

is

based on

reasoning;

false

"waste

useless

a

is

of

how

power," a weary

chopping of sand
Again, if the hard labor of convicts is intended
merely as a punishment, nothing can be more exqisitely
To
refined and cruel than the labor of chopping sand.
work and produce nothing is torture. The divine
quality of labor is proved by the pleasure its product
brings.
Whether the profit of it comes to the worker
or not, it is a satisfaction to know that by his work
something exists that did not exist before, or exists in
better shape.

wl.om
Mann.

my

my

In

childhood

father use to work.

knew an old man for
His name was Andrew
I

Poverty and hardship were

his lot in

early

but in his old age he had become very rich, partly

life,

through some lucky speculations, and partly through
''unearned

the

increment"

which he had bought

in

some town property

of

Riches bring to

an early day.

man the luxury of eccentricity, and there are some
men who from lack of early education, or some other
aptitudes, enjoy no other luxury in old age.
Andrew
a

Mann was

one of these.
day a poor man came to him for charity.

One

"Why

do you not go to work?" he said; the man
answered that he could not get employment. "I want
a

man

to

can have the job
dollar

a

Andrew; "you

turn a grindstone," said old

you want

if

it,

The poor man

day."

and

I'll

gladlv

give you a

accepted the

work. He turned the grindstone
merrily under the old man's directions, but nobody
came to grind anything. This, of course, was none of
his
business, and he kept on turning.
At last he
became very tired, and said, "Mr. Mann, isn't somebodv
coming to grind something?" " No," said his employer;
"but go ahead with your work." Like the never-ending
drip of water on the head, this profitless toil at last beoffer

came

and went

to

send a

man

to

man

fairly

begged

all that would show some benBut the old man was inexorable, and
told him to grind on.
At last the torture became insupportable, and the man threw up the job.
"I don't

from

his toil.

object to turning a grindstone," he said, "if

anything

to grind,

me mad."

but to grind

away

at

I

to

keep themselves

every living thing

lives out

some end whate'er

Intent to reach

in leaf;

its life,

befall.

The rivers flow unwearied evermore,
Through all their curves and shallows, and through
Their rapids that disturb them, singing
The loudest in the rapids, bearing on

With only thought
That answers

And

all

still;

to find the sea at last

singing with

to their

its

deep

everlasting solemn organ-tones,

Announcing

all

the labor of

its tides.

The very hills keep silent watch and ward
Above the world, their sleepless summits raised
To mark the passage of the sun and moon

And

everlasting journeys of the stars;

That

coming ever with the

fail not,

night,

Brightest in darkness.

All obey the law

Which

bids

To which
More

them

live

our lives shall

fully

That highest law,

and work.
set

themselves

at last

and completely, seeking naught

But strength

to

To something

keep the path that points alway

nobler than they yet have

known;

The

strength to be as steadfast as the stars,

And

faith to

keep them

faithful to the end.

convict labor, and

If

is the way one of our Chicago dailies
Concord philosophers L
The Concord School of Philosophy opened with

This

the

mometer

and

in the 90's,

at

once

fell to

the ther-

a discussion of Aristotle's

If people so defiant of hot

doctrine of reason.

refers to

weather as these

would serve them right. Who but people
that have lost their reason would discuss abstruse theories of reason with the thermometer in the 90's?
should be sunstruck,

it

It remains completely unknown to us what objects may be in
themselves and apart from the receptivity of our senses. We
know nothing but our manner of perceiving them, that manner

being peculiar to

us,

necessarily shared in by every being,

and not

human

though, no doubt, by every

concerns

Kant (Mux MUller's

us.

being.

This

is

what alone

Trans.), Vol. II., f. jy.

could see

nothing will

punishment alone is the object of
it is good social
economics that
convicts must not earn anything, then let them turn
barren grindstones or chop sand.

drive

Put forth the bud

And

his tor-

grind an axe, or a chisel, or a

hatchet, or anything at
efit

The flowers give their perfume to the wind,
Growing for beauty's sake the whole year through.
The trees made vocal with the voice of birds,

to

intolerable, and the poor

mentor

all the gladder voices of the world
Sing through our sighing with announcement sweet
Of labor done with willingness and joy.

At

the bottom of

The Russian

all

anarchism

the

his despotic ruler;

if

will better his condition, the anarchist
ter of fact, his

pocket.

in this

country

is

laziness

some reason for seeking the life of
but here, where no amount of assassination

anarchist has

Puck.

anarchy

is

a business

has no status.

As

a mat-

— out of the laboring man's
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lectures

summer

eight years since these courses of

were

started

Mr. F. B. Sanborn.

by Mr. A. Branson Alcott and

The

father of the Little

•was then earnestly exhorting

young people

Women

to study the

Westminster Catechism, which teaches that mankind are
under the wrath of God, and insists on the duty of "opposing all false worship" and the sin of "tolerating a
false religion."
He and his friend, Dr. Jones, of JackState, continued

sonville, this

during several years to

preach a reactionary transcendentalism, no longer heard
at

Concord,

in

language

still

so often quoted in the

news-

papers, that the present lecturers are supposed to be

more

unintelligible than

siding intellect from the

T. Harris, a

man

is

The

actually the case.

first

has been that of Dr.

pre-

Wm.

of singularly beautiful character, great

acuteness in metaphysics and strong moral earnestness.

He is one

of those thinkers

ideas into the

who

works which he

unwittingly puts his
interprets.

of the

mentioned, gave the early sessions

much

The

a

original orthodoxy of the

mitigated of late by the part taken

Montgomery has sent
tracted much notice.

in three lectures

The

Dr.

Edmund

which have

at-

on Aristotle's
Relation to Modern

last,

that

Theory of Causation in Its
Thought, was read on Thursday morning, July 14th,
and judging from reports given, is remarkable for the
great vigor with which the reality of the external world
is asserted, and not as a mere form of thought, but as the
result of definite sources of power which are no part of
the human mind, and which are known to us through
our senses. Professor Davidson pronounced the paper
one of the best he had ever heard, but thought that its
author had in some cases misunderstood Aristotle, which
is what every commentator on him, so far as we know,
says of every other.
His main objection to the essay
was that it did not explain the fondness of men for seeking after ultimate causes, which taste, however, has been
sufficiently accounted for perhaps by Conite, as a charof the pre-scientific stage of thought.
Dr.
Harris took exceptions to what was said about Aristotle
by both Davidson and Montgomery, and asserted against
acteristic

the latter, the subjectivity of things in themselves.

The disappointment
gomery was

great.

A

at the absence of Dr. MontConcord correspondent wrote to

the Boston Post:
If

the doctor doesn't

show himself

to the

world at the next

Concord faculty and 6tudents will unquestionably to use words in his lecture to-day emphatically
deny that he is a real man, subsisting as a substantial entity outsession of the school, the

—

It

now

clergyman

—

side of themselves.

THE CONCORD SCHOOL OF PHILOSOPHY.
It is

orthodox

by Messrs. Fiske, Davidson and others.

relating to

'

an

those of

that his lectures, with those

rather conservative tone.

school has been
Published every other Thursday at
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He

is

own

some-

times very abstruse, and his most impressive utterances

is

scarcely necessary to say that Aristotle's views

of metaphysics were discussed
stantly.

A

just,

thoroughly and conthough rather summary, survey was

given of his contributions
tics,

subject,
bell.

to ethics, sociology

the lecture of Professor Ferri, of

having found a translator

The

best

work of

in

and

Rome, on

poli-

the last

Mrs. Helen Camp-

the great peripatetic, that of

laying the foundations of natural science, was treated of
in

only a single lecture, nominally on Aristotle's Physi-

ological Doctriftes.

His

real

services to that science

were almost entirely ignored and extravagant praises
were lavished on his habit of beginning the study of
natural phenomena, by trying to reason out what they
ought to be according to the supposed design of nature,
before looking to see what they reallv were.
Thus
special investigation was disparaged in favor of speculating on what we imagine to have been the divine intenThis view was accepted by the faculty, but
tions.
nothing, so far as we can learn, was said of Aristotle's
real discoveries in zoology, or of the attention he gave
;

to

meteorology and astronomy, although Dr. Harris
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made

the surprising statement that there does not exist

which was not named and defined by
and reference was made to praise given by

a sino-le science
Aristotle,

Cuvier and Agassiz to their great forerunner.
The most interesting of Aristotle's theories, that
about the drama, was made the subject of nine lectures,
the first of which was delivered on Wednesday evening,

Mr. Davidson, who showed what full and
rich use the Greek drama made of all the arts, especially
muMC, to which the proper place cannot easily be
given by us moderns, who have ceased to employ the
Tul\

COURT.

down to us unmutiby monkish bigotry, which delighted to perpetrate
such scandals as that about her suicide on account of unrequited love.
She is now known to have lived to a
good old age, and to have been the happy, honored
mother of the child of whom she savs,
hundred, has been suffered to come
lated

choru c
Shakespeare and

have a

I

little

As any golden

13th, by

Among
the church

maid

as fair

(lower.

other fragments which have been spared

by

this,

is

The lullaby of waters cool
Through apple boughs is softly blown,

.

his

mistaken Mr. Snider,
in

a lecturer

in

world-spirit against the state.

personal ambition.

Among

The

All antiquity admired these lines addressed to some

previous years, had

representing Julius Caesar as a champion of the

usurper was led by

institutions against political ones.

The man who
And, near

Timon of

How

And

My
I

who

is

shown by

answered the question, How to restore the lost moral
sanctions? by inventing liberty, which should be defined as "action guided by knowledge and insight, not

by habit and traditional authority."
Another of his lectures, which was particularly
charming because it contained so many of his own
translations, showed how far all other women have been
surpassed in poetic genius by the "violet-crowned,
chaste, sweet-smiling Sappho," whom the Greeks placed
next to Homer, and whose intensity resembles Dante,

freedom from mysticism, while the mascu-

line strength of

Burns

is

yet

I

a

moment's

place:

its

space,

could not frame a word.

think there will be

memory

of us yet

In after days,

has been fulfilled, for as another Greek poet said,
Sappho's white, speaking pages of dear song
Yet linger with us, and will linger long.

the great dram-

by Mr. Sanborn, as were Ford and Massinger by Mrs.
Cheney. Mrs. Howe spoke on Aristophanes and the
Elizabethan Drama, and Mr. Cooke on Brozvning's
Dramatic Genius.
Among the most instructive lectures was that of
He
Professor Davidson, on Education in Greece.
showed how the old method which sought merely to
make good citizens, was reconciled with the new theory
of getting knowledge for its own sake by Socrates, who

except

saw thee but

I

One

not like Emerson, a celestial visitor, but

Marlowe, the
has taken out his .naturalization papers.
most revolutionary writer of his century, was depicted

in its

smiled'st; like a timid bird

heart cowered, fluttering in

And

Dr. Barlol spoke to a large audience of the

healthy delight in this world
atist,

before thy feet

Her own prophecy,

letting the

Shackford.

sits

thee, hears thee whisper sweet,

brighten with the smiles of love.

Thou

far

Shakespeare was in advance of the Greek dramatists in
punishment of criminals proceed from their
own conscience rather than from any arbitrary decree of
a supernatural Nemesis, was spoken of by Professor

sex:

hold him as the gods above,

I

Athens and Coriolanus. He also said that Sophocles
aims to show that Antigone is punished unjustly; and
Dr. Harris remarked that she is really a champion of
religious

own

friend of her

other dramas bringing the

individual into collision with institutions, are

leaves,

Sleep droppeth down.

Mr. Edwin D. Mead showed how much

in six lectures.

been

And, shaken from the rippling

contemporaries were treated of

united in her to the exquisite

womanly pathos and humor of Lady Nairn. Onlv one
of her songs, whose number must he estimated by the

calls "

of Dr. Harris' four lectures presented what he

my

best contribution to philosophy."

This theory

have been attained by no other philosoWe can perceive nothpher, may be summed up thus.
ing but what we can identify with what was familiar

which

is

said to

This

already.

identification

through syllogisms.
without a priori

is

made

unconsciously

Sense-perception could not begin

ideas.

Unconscious syllogizing forms

experience.
The mind
form of syllogisms upon the presentation of
every sense-perception. A similar view is claimed, howLogic, II, III) shows the
ever, for Rosmini, and Mill

the

warp and woof

of

human

acts in the

(

inconsistency

of

the "set of writers"

the syllogism as the correct analysis of

who

" represent

what

the

mind

actually performs in discovering" truths of science and
daily

life,

with "the doctrine, admitted by

the subject, that a syllogism can prove no

involved

in the

premises."

I

all

writers on

more than

is

must protest with Mephis-

topheles against the idea that

What we've done
Has got

Dr. Harris and

ference of opinion as to

which

Most of the

on the programme

Davidson

Professor

doubt, the pillars of the school

able support.

and free,
two and three.

at a single stroke, easy

to take place in steps, one,

;

of

but there

them

lecturers

is

are,
is

its

without

some

dif-

indispens-

who were annouced

have attended for at least a day or
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two, or sent

in

their lectures to he read

by others; and

and there have been fewer disappointments than a year
The attendance has been smaller, owing partly to
ago.
the dryness of the

main

subject,

and partly to the num-

ber of hot days before the session began; and a scholar
who has been present at several of the sessions writes

comes here now except to lecture,
and but few of the audience can take in what is origiPerhaps this statement needs
nal in the metaphysics."
us, "

No

some

one of

ability

qualification.

It

is

pity that one of the

a great

Concord should have

hottest and
been picked out for the chapel on account of nearness
to the house in which Mr. Alcott formerly dwelt.
The school closed Thursday evening last week, with a
least accessible spots in

reading of Scotch ballads after another lecture by ProJin^lisli and Scotch Philosophers
fessor Davidson.

and Poets of Nature, beginning with Thomson, were
provisionally announced as the subjects for next year.
The present management of the Concord School is
not, in

our opinion, adapted to

great importance

questions.

sophical

make

its

work one

of

in the solution or discussion of philo-

The

school

is

controlled

not by

minds imbued with the spirit of modern scientific and
philosophic thought, but by one or two men whose

Hence it
Greek and Elizabethan
the Boston Herald observes, it ought

resorts

to

literature,

when,

as

of

35/

sagacity and judgment

come

liberty-loving that

come attached

and yield to those
immigrants Americans
and determine the leading language of the country.
German as well as English is a language of science,
philosophy, poetry and song, a knowledge of which
is necessary to a liberal education, and
it
is not
strange that Germans cling to this language anil useit to teach their children German learning and literature; but this is done without neglecting to learn and
use the language in which most of the business of
the country is done and in which its constitution
and laws are written. There is nothing to indicate
that the Catholic church is especially interested in
increasing, or that our institutions are in danger
from German influence, which in this country is
strongly republican and on the whole liberal in its

GERMAN INFLUENCE

IN

AMERICA.

all

religious character.

It

is

there

is

apparently good

stated on

not

much demand

authority that

for the revised editions of

Old or the New Testament, compared with
for King James' version, which with all
its errors, is still preferred by the people.
Mr.
Magee, of the Methodist Book Establishment, said

either the

demand

recently to a reporter:

and religion."

to this country; they be-

make

forces which soon

few bright men engaged in literary
no
future,
but as the arena for free philostudies, it has
should
have special attraction for
discussion,
it
sophical
our best thinkers in the field of philosophy, sociology

unpreju-

to our institutions

the

a coterie of a

intelligent

German is as much the language of Protestantism
and Freethought as of Roman Catholicism. German
immigrants are among the most intelligent and

to be "a wrestling place of the giants of the earth."

"As

among

diced thinkers.

chief tastes and interests are merely literary.

the discussion

COURT.

The revised version is no good as an article of merchandise,
and we would not venture to order a half dozen copies at one
The people have no confidence in it, and are not willing
time.
There is too much capital
to adopt the mere verbal changes.
represented in the old Bible to be supplanted.

What

Dr.

McGlynn, the excommunicated

priest,

*

*

*

says in his rather sensational article in the August

number

of the

North American Review

in

the rights of conscience, the separation of Church

and State, the equal taxation of the property of all
corporations, without exception in favor of any
ecclesiastical bodies, and the support from the common treasury only of common schools and common
charities is good, although but a repetition of what
our liberal journals have been saying for years.
What he presents respecting the attitude of the
Roman Catholic church toward our public schools is,
too, doubtless, just.
But many of his statements —
such as that American institutions are in danger
from German influence, that there is a scheme on
foot to Germanize the country and to make the German as much the national language as English, and
that this influence has its stronghold in the Catholic
church, which like the country at large is to be Germanized will not strengthen confidence in his

—

Professor Cope,

favor of

in

the American Naturalist, calls

attention to the fact that the

Nero type

of physiog-

nomy is becoming frequent among the weaklings
who lounge about club rooms and are taught to do
nothing but gratify their senses. Imbecility and
family extinction flow from power used for debasing
The history of the Romanoff Czars of
purposes.
Russia give extreme illustrations of this.

A

minister was questioning his Sunday school concerning

—

the young man who, listening to the
Entychus
preaching of the Apostle Paul, fell asleep, and falling down, was
taken up dead. "What," he said, "do we learn from this solemn
event?" when the reply from a little girl came pat and prompt:
" Please, sir, ministers should not preach too long sermons! "-

the

storv of

Investigator.

*

*

#

" Bov," said a schoolmaster, putting his

shoulder, "

I

hand on the boys'

b=lieve Satan has got hold of you."

too," replied the boy.

"

I

believe so

)
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MONTGOMERY ON THE THEOLOGY OF
EVOLUTION.*
BY PROFESSOR
Part

E. D.

Consciousness

as to their evolution.

is

and is merely stimulated by contact with
Its subsequent action is determined first by its
matter.
immediate needs, and second by the intelligence with
passive,

first

which

No

them.

satisfies

it

animal, except man, has yet

taken into account the future evolution of

his

kind, and

even he in a majority of instances neglects to adopt the
measures necessary to accomplish it. Sensation is a
humble department of mind, but it has accomplished
The action of the environment alone, with•wonders.
out its intelligent response, would have extinguished life
almost as soon
I

that

as

it

had birth on the earth.

His

it

expense.

tions to the house

life,

or of chemical or of physical energy, betrays

the creator.

It

is

destroyer that

rather the

little

we

of

see.

Phylogeny, on the other hand, shows us the building
and the builder. In many living processes, however,
both functioning and building go on simultaneously.
Building

excess

in

is

something

of destruction

to pre-existent structure.

when

use adds

But when use

is

in

too small or in too great quantity, not addition, but subtraction (or degeneracy) follows.

Weissmann,
acquired through the movements of

dining-room.

But do we learn of the man's true relaby these observations? Surely not.
We must see him as the builder before we comprehend
his importance to the house.
So it is with physiology
or functioning as compared with phylogeny or creation.
Function of all kinds, whether in the processes of

own

must here warn my readers not to infer that my
doctrine involves any foresight or intention on the part

in his

on every hand.

His house wears
must be repaired from time to time at his

curtailed

is

and

out,

COPE.

II.

kitchen and to eat

in his

liberty

I

of living things

cook

refer here to the recent expression of

mary

structures

relations of

source

of obscurity

mind

to

matter

in
is

I
all

believe that the pridiscussions

on the

the failure to discriminate

animals cannot be inherited by their descendents. He
this opinion on the fact that the reproductive

between the functioning of the

leases

the original building of the

elements of animals have a continuous life; i. e., that the
reproductive cells have their origin from certain cells of
the gastrula, and that protoplasm of the one has an

seen in the automatic stage of mind, or most frequently

continuity of existence from that of the other.

.-absolute

however, clearly demonstrated by paleontology, that characters have been successively acquired by animals, and that they have been
Let

be granted; the fact

this

And it can be shown that these characters
much due to mechanical causes as would have

inherited.
just as

.are

is,

been the case with so much dead matter, moved in the
same -cay. But that the motions of the animals could
have taken place in the manner they have, excepting

under the
& moment

original influence of consciousness

Professor Weissmann's reproductive
cells,

is

not for

to be supposed.
cells, like

other

experience nutrition in the course of their exist-

Tnis

ence.

is

necessary to supply the material necessary

to segmentation, both before and after fertilization.
is

It

which deterand which con-

the molecular condition of this nutrition

mines the changes noted

in inheritance,

stitute evolution.

The
matter

fact

is

is

much

that evidence of the control of
clearer

when sought

mind over

for in the special

•department of science called phylogeny (or evolution

any of the departments which deal with finished
creations.
Mind is then seen to be related to matter

than

in

somewhat

as the builder

the house

is

is

related to his house.

When

we no longer behold him as a
contrary, we see him everywhere under

finished,

creator; on the

The walls prevent him to the right and left,
and the floors and ceilings below and above. lie is
compelled to lie on the bed he has made for himself, to

restraint.

«
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in

finished machine,

machine.

and

Functioning

is

the automatic stage of energy, which

is still more
Yet more remote from
man-made machine which records and

remote from the conscious mind.
its

source

is

the

repeats to us the thoughts of
the phonograph, to
j.

its

author, as the book on

which Mr. Montgomery

refers.

Objection to the Doctrine of the Unspccialized.

Nothing is better known in animal and vegetable
phylogeny than that the unspecialized is the parent of
the specialized; and the corresponding truth in general
evolution is well stated by Spencer as the process of
change of the homogeneous to the heterogeneous.
Ontogeny teaches the same truth as seen in the growth
of the mind from infancy to maturity, and in this field,
as in that of inferior functions, ontogeny probably
have cited the mind of the
repeats phylogeny.
I
amceba as the most primitive and the most generalized,
and have declared that from this primitive consciousness,
aided by its copartner memory, the varied and more
complex minds of all higher animals have been derived.
Dr. Montgomery opens his objection to this view by
denying consciousness to the amceba. In proof of
this

he asserts "that nutritive assimilation and the pro-

trusion

and retraction of processes take place solely by

dint of the chemical and

physical

relations subsisting

and its medium, and between
own protoplasm" (Part III). Now

between the organism
different parts of
I

its

do not question the truth of the above statement.

I

have nowhere stated assimilation of nutritive material
to be accompanied by consciousness, or at least to be
produced by it, nor is the contractility of protoplasm
to

be regarded as an indication of the presence of con-

sciousness.

Not even designed movements mean present

THE
but

consciousness;

believe

I

movements
That

such

that

OF- EN

can only have had their origin in consciousness.
the amccba exhibits conscious-designed acts
to

by Leidy

evidently possesses a
tion in

its

particles

abundance of
diatom

amccba

of discrimination and selec-

food, for although

many

latter

power

testified

is

"The

following language:*

in the

it

appropriates with the

of vegetal

sand-grains,

and

tissues,

commonly

it

rejects

and the empty shells of other
remarks :y "Personal consciousness

also

the very cause and condition
so

But

published.

relevancy.

I

of inheritance, anil have

obviously nothing to do

has

this

with chemical energv.
4.

As

ob-

its

admit and believe fully that the molecular peculiarity of
the protoplasm of different species of living things is

dead

is

359

completely, and his argument thus loses

even
alga?."

shells,

Leidy

COURT.

Objection

Inference of Deity.

to

a basis of inference for the existence of primitive

mind or Deity, we have then

the following facts: First,

the direction of energy by will; second, the direction of

served as a conditio>i of each and every living animal,

the evolution of organic beings either immediately or

ranging from microscopic forms

not yet

primitively by will; third, the necessity for belief in an

not be degenerate and

anti-chemical type of energy to account for the stability

demonstrated that the amccba

to

may

man." But

it is

As

automatic, rather than the most primitive of animals.

of living protoplasm.

There is an incredulity as to the mentalitv of animals which is natural to the human being. The only
way to get over this state of mind is to observe them.
Dr. Montgomery has studied the protozoa, and if he has
not seen them perform designed acts he differs in experience from some of the ablest students of the subject.

have the extreme improbability of the

The second
unspecialized

plasm
III)

is

(b)

objection

to the

He

a generalized substance.

is

that

I

doctrine of the

directed against the opinion that proto-

remarks (Part

"obviously believe morphologically unor-

ganized protoplasm to be also molecularly unorganized."

This sentence does not correctly express
I

have stated

Fittest.

I

it

in several places in

my

opinion as

The Origin of

the

there called attention to the fact that proto-

plasm consists of an association

From

cal valency.

to

be a greater or

this I infer that the result

less

mutual

likely

is

restraint of the four types

of molecular motion, producing, perhaps, a neutralization of

much

of

it

through interference.

•

This

is

further

suggested by the very inert character of protoplasm

Again,

understand that

I

static

types of

expressed

its

component

parts.

known

So

of the unspecialized," since evolution shows that primi-

far, then,

forms are always unspecialized, both

tive

in

mechanical

and mental organism and function.

According to this
principle the primitive mind must be simple and without
those intellectual and moral qualities which characterize
the highest known, that is, human, minds.
On this
ground Dr. Montgomery asserts that my primitive mind
or Deity must be of lower constitution than human
minds, but perhaps of about the grade of that of the

Taken by

amoeba.

appearance.

Not wishing
method,

this

itself

view has

a

reasonable

(Critique, Part II.)

have

to reach

any conclusion by an a priori

and second propoabove enumerated, confined myself to demon-

sitions

I

as I think, in the first

I have in the third proposition stated a
which the interpretation requires further scien-

strated facts.
fact of
tific

evidence for

support, but in

its

the correctness of

the
sta-

ities,

plasm displays neither chemical energy as a whole, in
relation to other substances, nor stability of union as
regards

the myriad bodies of the universe.

second above mentioned involves the "law

fact

is

chemism, and we know that these types, as
in stable compounds, arc many.
But proto-

the type of energy

among

we

mind

This

itself.

therefore the expression of the most positive

is

The

restriction of

have nevertheless great confidence. Facts may
sometimes appear to land the logical reasoner in absurd-

chemical energy

condition of stabilitv of chemical compounds.
bility

t

to the earth,

of simple substances

which represent the four predominant types of chemi-

a matter of speculation

as regards

chemism, protoplasm is
one of the most generalized of substances, and this
statement will be true, of course, with reference to such
as

which

I

but

it

may

be

that the absurdity

duration.

gomery

The

such case confidently assumed

but an appearance of temporary

reductio

ad absurditm

of Dr.

Mont-

of a "generalized," and therefore utterly inapt

Deity from
I

in

is

my

premises,

is

an instance of this kind.

believed that the physical basis of Deity

is

If

protoplasm,

would be legitimate, but I have in various
ways asserted my disbelief in such an idea, a disbelief
which necessarily follows from an extension of the
his reductio

"doctrine of the unspecialized " to the inorganic world.

molecular movements as express that kind of energy.

Function, mental and other, follows organization in the

which gives
motion or energy which rep-

organic world, but not a step would ever have been

It is just

this

weakness, in

opportunity for the kind of

all

probability,

whether it be conscious at a given time
and place, or whether it be a recent product of conscious
energy, of the reflex or some other automatic form. Dr.
Montgomery has missed my meaning on this subject
resents vitality,

taken without consciousness to inaugurate it. The same
law was probably applied to the construction of protoplasm, which though generalized in respect to chemical
functions, is itself the product of specialization from still
simpler antecedents.

Under

the circumstances

we

are

forced into a hypothesis in order to explain facts other^Monograph of Fresh Water RhizopoJs of North America,
^Christian Register, April

7,

18S7.

1879, p. 44.

wise inexplicable.

It is this:

rHE OPEN COU RT

^l-A,

\6o

We
and

he,

is,

may

that consciousness of every degree

know

experienced

We

physical interferences.

ones

same phenomenon

see the

Theology of Evolution are the effective'
and will be made. As the reader
do not regard them as affecting its stablility.

against the

by men, as results of various

perceives,

As

can

that
I

believe that consciousness, like combustion, will invade

have attempted nothing but fundamentals, so there
is no dispute as to details.
But I wish to say in concluding, that from a scientific standpoint the subject is

every physical basis which

in

in all living things.

the case

is

whether
to

There

no reason to suppose that

is

different in the universe generally.

in greater or lesser

suppose that protoplasm

Probably

degree.

from

Is

phenomena

that

are to judge

do not

know

we

can safely conclude that

is

it

complex may be

its

as

in

it is

chemistry and

organism,

in

it

of

If

Direct evidence on this question

most wanting.
tions made by

them

I

say almost, in view of the

predominent mind, or Deity,
immortality.

in

I

Nevertheless a belief

fute or accept.

lief

which

of persons after death,

If the

is

many

am

ments both

in a

to

heat,

re-

it

we

gress.

same source

source of that development of

which we

call

And

moral.

is

there be an)'

tions, a

basis.

in

man

should eventuate

type of energy similar

in

will in Deity,

and that

ease as

the other.

5.

it

is

in

it

in

ence of

in the

The

men.

latter

this

"substratum," or that he succeeds

may

exist

I

in abol-

long as

The

it

does

not conflict

it

can be entertained so

with tridimensional realism.

principal ground for the substratum hypothesis as

regards mind,

is

found

in the

evanescent quality of con-

sciousness, and in the precision of

of a

That

will not attempt to deny,

its

reappearances.

the language of the article quoted (p. 31

)

In

" conscious states

are clearly ephemeral influences of an enduring being,

one

poised

—

far

—

beyond conceptual comprehension in the
what symbolically

exquisitely exact and subtle balance of

Dr.

does not adopt

ennnot perceive, however, that he

and as a working hypothesis

Conclusion.

The objections which

explana-

evolution and mind must be

puts in philosophical form the hypothI

such a substratum

kind to that which expresses
should be persistent

the "per-

ishing the "aggregation hypothesis" of science.

Anil

the production

is

Some

adduces other than speculative evidence for the exist-

it must he the creator of this
basis under the general
law of the limited control of mind over physical energy.
It seems eminently reasonable that the development of

will

Haeckel

organic phenomena, both mental and

of the soul.

esis

existence

correspondingly peculiar molecular

able

He

non-mental.

evident that

beyond the present one, a
moral order is the only one which is practicable as a
Moral will power then represents
state of enjoyment.
the highest attribute of mind, whether greater or lesser,
and we must suppose that it has, like other mental funcif

two

the display of

the standard of
it

mysterious and inscrutable char-

the view of Haeckel, but endeavors in his highly interesting article on the " Substantiality of Life,"* to demonstrate the existence of a "perdurable substratum " for

for further pro-

Evolution looks on the interaction of social forces

will-action

less

had, and these hypotheses represent the efforts in this
direction of

of contending and co-operating interests and affections,
as the

not the physical hasis of consciousness.

is

of the mysteries of

tion

to exist. As development of will
human mind from its humble beginnings,

naturally look to the

this

somewhat

a

durable substratum" of Montgomery.

can acquire a

must continue

has elevated the

Argu-

and against such immortality derived

for

acter than the plastidule-soul of

relation to a physical basis similar to that of the divine

imind,

and

Of

primitive or

entirely favorable to a be-

human mind

believes in the immortality of these or

from the consideration of the conservation of such forms
of energy, are perfectly idle.
We do not know of any
form of inorganic energy that is persistent, that is that
does not undergo constant metamorphosis, excepting

asser-

unable to

who

believing in the immortality of consciousness.

is al-

appearance

reliable people as to the

not important to theology or

is

some automatic form

any other forms of energy only, can be regarded sa

inseparably connected with that of the exist-

is

view,

Doubtless

but no one

question of the immortality of the lesser mind

ence of Deity.

refer to conscious

I

of energy
which Haeckel's expression atom-soul may be
applicable, and his plastidule-soul may be my bathmism;

plest of substances, the protyle of chemical speculation.

The
man

decidedly and posi-

is

exists to

be the sim-

will

it

as a practical question

morals.

true in molecular physics

is

mind

the universe,

to a

future existence of con-

favorable to such a belief.

scientific point of

not protoplasm.

molecule, cannot be surmised.

the

which interests everybody.
The unconscious mind, though highly important from a

That it
Science will probably some day reveal it to us.
will be chemically inert we may well believe, but how
the law of the unspecialized

having proved inimical

tively

mind

if I

some minds;

their satisfaction that

to

scious

in

be gratified

shall

an open one, and that instead of the

at least

result of scientific research

the physical basis of the most pronounced consciousness,

but

have proven

I
is

I

effecting one result in

in

belief in the past, present and

Metaphorically

We

is, if

question

speaking, protoplasm without some peculiarities of organization of which we know nothing, appears to be
almost am-esthetic to consciousness.

most primitive stages.

its

have succeeded

of conscious-

we

if

exhibitions in the protozoa.

its

it

there any reason

the best substance in the

is

Certainly not

not.

may

capable of exhibiting

is

universe for the display of the
ness?

We

I

Montgomery has expressed

*
j

Mind, July,

1SS1.

the open court.
But the sub-

reveals itself to us as vital substantiality."

stratum which returns consciousness into

being after

unconsciousness in the physical organism,

is

been necessarilv discursive;

(as is stated by the author, p. 25), a species of
energy which owes its individuality to the consciousness which preceded it in time, and of which it is a
No other "substratum" is
dead derivative product.

necessary so far as

but

I see,

am

I

We

existence.

its

not at present pre-

know

hope

and will continue

does

consciousness

that

to

form or forms of energy which will persist in a
which is more permanent than that perishable protoplasm of which it is now a property.
As regards any unconscious substratum of consciouscreate a

I

am

an agnos-

do not know what represents consciousness during
eclipse. I would not consider my hypothesis fatally de-

tic.

its

and energy,

I

fective
left to

if

should be discovered that there

it

take care of the premises during

This

organic energy.

Meanwhile we can

when

it

is

nothing

is

trust consciousness for

what

There are some minor points on which

my

or less with the language at least of

of these

stimuli.

ceives them, and

but

as

is

it

nature of

to the

is

the

is

Montgomery
form that is as much
Dr.

passive.

rated with intelligence" as are the

is

man

sense in which

I

hibition of will,

author intends

its

statement

Montgomery wishes
I

agree with

of intelligence,

gence

as the

I

all

him.

doubt

act of the

I

i.

In the

without ex-

e.,

the

to

it.

I

at

intellect, for

if

Dr.

peculiarities

under the head

least

used

intelli-

which perception
and mewhich are almost

will observe that the personal

regarded

as

antagonistic

and

mutually

Both are

true.

The me-

exclusive, are not truly such.

chanical type of order
personal,

is

by cryptopnoy.

present with the living.

the automatic product of the
It is

the dead which

Catagenesis

is

is

always

the only theory

which reconciles the personal and mechanical theories of
the universe.

The views

of

universal

of motion (energy) of matter is on
hand primitively conditioned by consciousness,

but ceases to be so conditioned

degree of automatism

(to

when

it

reaches a certain

be better defined by future

research).

Consciousness ultimately disappears from matter

5.

and energy w.i.ch have established automatic conditions;
therefore the condition of the persistence of consciousness

is

the maintenance of will, the antagonist of me-

chanical automatism.

Every new process of conscious

6.

new

(?

7.

Hence physical

pend on the
S.

will

creates

molecular) machinery in the conscious matter.

and mental

development de-

will.

The phylogeny

of protoplasm requires a parent

9.

Since then the existence of primitive mind

primitive physical basis

is

opposite view, the existence

in a

more probable than the
of a Supreme Being is ex-

far

ceedingly probable.
10.

Since will controls the movements and organi-

zation of matter, the persistence of

human

ness in other worlds than the earth

possible.

is

conscious-

MEMORY.

is-

the peculiarities of the

As

chanical conceptions of the universe,

everywhere

not a property

is

conditioned by the axiomatic qualities of

The mode

4.

statement

simply furnishes the material.
In closing

is

"satu-

certainly correct;

being rightly included

of perception

states

to express the fact that perception

as a subjective act possesses

subject,

is

this

make.

to

used the word passive,

my

re-

movements which

Perhaps

in response.

a little fuller than

man

have asserted that the

I

that they are received in a

sue from the

properties of matter are energy (motion)

Consciousness

die other

impressions produced on the mental organism (brain)

bv external

excepting tridimensional matter

matter, of extension and resistence.

more

differ

I

critic,

not desirable to extend the discussion beyond a reason-

One

exists

substance.

present.

able length.

The

3.

can do

it

summarize them

properties (or behavior).

matter, but

absence, but

its

the field for future research.

is

its

2.

physical basis

ness, not tridimensional matter

therefore

and consciousness.

of the creative

power of consciousness; of anything else we do not
know. And thus knowing, we may rest in a definite

Nothing

1.

and

tissue

pared to deny

I

so far as they relate to theological issues.

the auto-

matic form of energy which effects repair of exhausted
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expressed in the preceding pages have

Prof.

W.

Keokuk,

la.,

D. Gunning gave a lecture recently
on "Memory" in which he presented

at
in-

teresting facts and illustrations in support of positions

which have been maintained in papers printed in this
by Mr. Edward C. Hegeler, Prof. Ewald
Ilering, and in abstracts of some of Ribot's works, prepared for and presented by Mr. Hegeler. Professor
Gunning said in substance:

journal,

You sit idly on a veranda in Florida, where the odor of flowand blossoms regale you, but pass away. A woodpecker tells
his song from a neighboring tree.
Years pass and you forget itYou happen in the home of a professor in Indiana, and from a
mocking bird you hear the very song the identical song you
heard from a woodpecker in Florida; while you were on the
veranda a mocking bird was perched, perchance, on the ridgepole
and heard the song as idly as you, but its brain was a phonograph,
and the symbols passed latent through five generations, when the
phonograph began to unreel. In the common phonograph the
words and tones of the human voice are latent in the dots and
dashes of the ribbon, and the instrument speaks back to you
every word and tone. So the bird carries a chronograph in its
brain.
Where is Munchausen with his storv of frozen music
which sang again as it thawed? Munchausen told a story of a
ers

—

—

THE OPEN COURT.
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story
horse hitched to a church steeple not so marvelous as the
it trembles at the scent of a
when
itself
of
tells
horse
which a
lion had ever assailed
lion it does not see, and when no odor of a
of
the lion indented on
attacks
the
were
deeply
How
sense.
its

ago, and the
the brain of the horse perhaps five thousand years
lion's cage now.
from
a
whiff
at
a
unwinds
again
phonograph
organized being is such a phonograph. Darwin found the

Every

they would light on his
birds' on the Gelapagos Islands so tame
then
hand. No man had been there to teach them dread. Since
bird at sight of man
now
a
and
Island,
the
frequented
have
men

The

shudders as a horse at scent of a lion.
men stoned and shot his ancestors before

remember how
he was hatched. At
birds

Island the government forbids man to kill birds and articuThe memory of persecution is already fading from
memory of birds, turtles and squirrels. Some had forgotteni

Rock

late brutes.

the

some had dim recollection. Under the touch of science instinct
mind,
has stepped from its robes of kingcraft that held in awe the
It is memory
memory."
"unconscious
now
is
name
its
and

all things which the Lord shall give."
If any
one feels inclined to withhold his tenth part, said William of Normany, then he shall be forced the payment thereof.
Tithes are divided into three kinds, predial, mixed and personal.
Predial tithes are payable on the annual produce of the ground;
mixed tithes are payable on things nourished by the ground or on

orchards and "of

the fruits thereof (colts, cheeses, etc.); personal tithes are payable

on

profits arising

The

from the personal labor and industry of man.
two classes, great and small. The

tithes are also divided into

on corn, hay and wood. The small
mixed and personal and all the predial other than
those which come under the head of "great."
As may easily be imagined the payment of these tithes in kind
excited much ill-feeling which grew as the years went on so that
known
at length, in the years 1S36, 1837, 1S38 and 1839, four acts
were passed. These acts proas the "Tithe Commutation Acts"
vide for the substitution of a corn rent, payable in money, for all
Extraordinary tithes are paid on hop grounds or market
tithes.

great tithes are those due
tithes include the

—

—

coming

into cultivation since the Tithe

Commutation

Instinct may be called the "inherited
physiological memory.
experiences of a species." Memory, in its lowest phase, is a func.
Limbs remember lessons of walking
tion of organized matter.

gardens,

and walk automatically. The vast procession of life through
ages of earth commensurate with the spaces of the heaven, ever
widening, ever gaining new powers of perceiving, getting deeper

and the principal seat of
In
the rebellion is in the great hop growing districts of Kent.
Wales, however, the refusal to pay tithes bears a somewhat different aspect and is without doubt in the majority of cases, objection
on the part of non-conformists to pay dues to a church to which

emotions, never quite forgetting, until the age that it holds in
unconscious memory all the ages foregone and man is impacted
memory of all yesterdays. The conception takes us into the

Matter and mind are different phases of
one fact. You know that the speech or song from the phonograph does not come from nothingness. It may be a mystery ?
but not a deep one to science and if it were it would only type
philosophy, the
that deepest mystery, the unsolved problem of
You know that the thoughts of
relation of the mind to matter.
inner temple of nature.

Acts.
In England the objection to the

mainly against the extraordinary

man do

not

come from nothing. Their underlying stratum is a
membrane. When you remember an incident of
was indented on the life-stuff of the mind. The

childhood

it

indented tablet gives up its record, and thoughts and fancies of
the past flit across the field of consciousness. "Will you say that
weighting matter
in assigning a natural basis to memory I am

with properties which it cannot carry?" But a few years ago
elementary works on philosophy gave a full inventory of the
But who is there now whose
properties of every form of matter.
eyes are so clairvoyant over the realm of matter? Who could
have thought that a sheet of paper could carry latent, as long as

London, England.
Wales and
districts of England, against the payment
Church known as tithes. The payment of

of certain dues to the

the times

is

is

now

popularly

known

as " the tithe war."

On

the 13th of

May

Commissioners went
certain
fiat,

rebellious farmers

who

that he

is

employed by the

Ecclesiastical

— for

the law

still

on
upholds William's

inclined to withhold his tenth part, shall be

payment

the

forced

the bailiffs

to Llandrills to serve writs of distraint

thereof.

On

one farm the

bailiffs

seized

twelve cattle for a claim of £20; on the next, a stack of hay for

£22; on the third, four cows for £19. There was tremendous excitement in the neighborhood and the bailiffs were prevented from
going to some of the farms by large crowds which had assembled
The men, armed with sticks, hid themselves behind hedges until
the

came up and then springing suddenly upon them
At Cynwyd (between Corwen and Llan-

bailiffs

caused them to run.
drills,

Merionethshire), the auctioneers were surrounded by farm

laborers and stoned.

in selling stock seized

A LETTER FROM ENGLAND.
One notable sign of
many of the agricultural

directed

a steady resistance against

creased to such a degree that the agitation

ther attempt will be

the Editors:

is

at

the sales and

a force of 250 police were sent into Meifod Valley, Montgomeryshire, to protect the representatives of Christ Church, Oxford,

CORRESPONDENCE.
To

is

Disturbances are continually taking place

the paper endured, the tones of the voice?

tithes

of any tithes whatsoever, and this resistance has in-

payment

the

;

gray, lace-like

There, then,

they do not belong.

payment of

tithes

the rebellion in

England originated with one of our earliest law-makers,
King of Mercia. In 794 Otl'a is supposed to have given all
This
his tithes to the Church in expiation of some particular sin.
law, of course, only extended over Mercia, the dominion controlled

tithes in

Offa,

for

made

unpaid

ance of the military.
I have just been staying

and there,

I

am

tithe.

to effect the

at Jersey,

It

is

stated that no fur-

sales without the assist-

one of the Channel Islands,

informed, tithes are payable on corn and apples

Curiouslv enough, corn has fallen almost entirely out of
and there are now comparatively few orchards, it has

only.

cultivation

been found much more profitable to grow potatoes than either
corn or apples; so that, at Jersey, although the clergy have the
right to exact tithes, nevertheless there is little or nothing for

them

to exact

A

them

on.

kings.

from Lord Randolph Churchill which appeared in
the Times of May 15th, upon the position of the conservative
party and the Oaths Bill has produced considerable agitation in the

a herd of mares, the tenth colt;

minds of many members of his party. The letter is somewhat
long as Lord Randolph gives his view of the course of action
taken by Mr. Bradlaugh and the House of Commons in reference

by

Ofl'a,

but sixty years later Ethelwolf enforced

it

over

all

Eng-

and his grant to the Church was confirmed by succeeding
William I (the Conquerer), following Edward the Confessor, enacted that " Of all corn the tenth sheaf is due to God, and
In like manner, if any shall have
therefore let it be paid to him."
land,

if

any have cows, the tenth

calf;

of cheeses, the tenth cheese; of milk, the milk of the tenth day;

to

meadows,

in

the tenth part of the profit of bees, woods,

parks,

him

letter

since 1880, but the point lies in the concluding paragraphs

which he

says, "

I

am

strongly of opinion that the hands of

—

:

THE OPEN COURT.
who,
Bradlaugh

those

like

myself, were identified with opposition to Mr.

Should we oppose
and defeat the bill we by no means exclude Mr. Bradlaugh from
parliament; all we do is that we provide that the oath shall be continually profaned whenever Mr. Bradlaugh or persons of similar
former parliament are

in a

tied.

supporting and passing the

bill,

on the other

the parliamentary oath in the future will in

who

taken by those

Commons. By
hand, we secure that

members of the House

opinions are elected as

believe in and

who

all

revere

of

its

Oaths

which he says is backed by eight revolutionists.
Lord Randolph Churchill's letter appeared there
was one in the Times from a very old and venerated member of
the Tory party, the Right Hon. J. G. Hubbard, asking to explain
why conservatives who have opposed Mr. Bradlaugh in the past
may consistently oppose the Oaths Bill now. "An affirmation de"
vised to ignore God even though it do not in terms exclude Him
writes Mr. Hubbard, " is in words a promise or a declaration, but
the words can have no binding effect upon him who utters them,
for he owes responsibility to no being beyond or higher than himself, and the oath or affirmation of a proclaimed infidel can carry
to others no conviction of his testimony, and can impart no confidence in his promise.'' It is strange how meanlv Christians hold
their fellow-men, they do not seem able to believe that men will
do right merely because it is right; they seem to think that men
must be coerced into right doing by fear of punishment or hope of

The day

Bill,

Of course I am now considering men who are commonly
supposed to be honest; fear of punishment or hope of reward beyond the grave never withheld the dishonest man from his wrongdoing; the punishment and the reward are too remote. The gaol

much more

in the Times,

Bradlaugh,
in

in

effective,

it is

Several other letters appeared

nearer.

of no great importance, and then

which he clearly

No. 5]?

many

I

am

not at

all

disposed to challenge the correctness of

admit that an overwhelming
compassion for human suffering and sorrow has wrought a certain sort of ruin in many a life.
If Jesus had not had this overwhelming compassion, he might have escaped what Mr. Parton
would doubtless esteem the highly unsatisfactory end of a public
execution.
If his soul had been of a different fiber he might
of Mr. Parton's statements.

I

to be the not

uncommon

to

INTERNATIONAL FREETHOUGHT CONGRESS,
1887.
To

June n,

the Editors:
I

should be obliged

you would give

if

the annexed invitation.

1S87.

the widest publicity to

should also be very pleased to send

I

any American freethinkers whose names
and addresses you might furnish to me.
invitations to

special

Yours very

sincerely,

C.

Bradlaugh.

the authority ol the Council-General of the International

Bv

Federation of Freethinkers, under the auspices of the National
the approval
I am president), and with

Secular Society (of which

and confirmation of the freethinkers of Great Britain and Ireland
in conference at Rochdale assembled, I most earnestly invite you
to attend the sittings of the International Freethought Congress,
to be held in the Hall of Science, 142 Old street, E. C, London,
M on
at 10:30 a. m., on Saturday, September 10, at 11:15 A
Sunday, September 11 and at 10:30 A. m. on Monday, Septem->

-

ber

12.

Your

early reply will be esteemed a favor.

20 Circus Road, St. John's

May I ask for space for a few observations on Mr. Parton's
recent paper on " Labor Cranks " [printed in The Open Court

Parton thinks he has success-

seems

John Basil Barnhii.l.
Mr. Barnhill's special request to print the
above, we must say that in our opinion it fails to do justice to the
meaning and spirit of the article criticised. Ed.]
[While we yield

states the position of freethinkers

the Editors:

Mr

his case

" One lost soul more,
One task more declined, one more footpath untrod,
One more devil's-triumph and sorrow for angels,
One wrong more to man, one more insult to God."

Hypatia Bradlaugh Bonner.

regard to the oath.

To me

one of

came one from Mr.

MR. PARTON'S ARTICLE ON "LABOR CRANKS''
CRITICISED.
To

fully avoided.

after

reward.

is

This sort of crankiness

thereby.

effective solem-

This letter of Lord Randolph Churchill's was in reply to one
from the Rev. Dr. Lee, who appealed to his lordship to do his " utmost to defeat so fundamentally bad and so destructive a measure "
as that

Howard, Mary Carpenter, Florence Nightingale, Robt. Raikes,
witnessing scenes similar to that which nearly deprived
Mr. Parton of his reason, have had their whole lives changed

etc.,

probability only be

nity."

363

Charles Bradlaugh.
Wood, London, N.W.

MEMORY AND CONSCIOUS MENTAL

LIFE.

New York

City, July 20, 1887.
I cannot pass by the very courteous queries of your correspondent Janet E. Ruutz-Rees, regarding one point in ray article
"
in The Open Court, on the subject of " Personal Immortality

To

the Editors

(May

mv

12, 1SS7).

I

assertion that

think

it

memory

due
is

to her to explain a little

essential to conscious

more
I

life.

fully

did not

go into such an explanation because I had already done so in my
System of Psychology. In the analysis of consciousness which
I

make

there,

it

appears that

univers-

conscious experience

with the ideas

both the presentative and the representative as necessary elements and that no consciousness whatever is attained
without representation. The elements of conscious experience

current in his time, that he could have lived with impunity to a

are agreement, difference, time, representation and power, active

green old age, and have become one of the most illustrious of the

and passive. In order to any continuance of sensation or thought
in the absence of which continuance there can be no consciousness) there must even be a representation from moment to
moment of the preceding moment's experience. Without this
Hence, there
there can be no identification nor distinguishing.
can be no perception without representation, or memory and it no
perception, certainly no conscious experience whatever; for generalization, abstraction and reasoning evidently depend upon
memory. In other words, representation is primordial and essenThe latter consists' of apprehensions of
tial to all consciousness.

indeed have had so

hair-splitting

much

As

rabbis.

" patience

it

and tolerance

was he

so-called cranks, " to give to misery all

forever a

"youth

to fortune

"

many other
he had — a tear." He stands
preferred, like

unknown," but not

to fame.

Still,

no

one could deny that by his untimely taking off he was "disqualthat he thereby
ified from thinking beneficially " or otherwise
lost the " power of communicating with other minds."
Mr. Parton admits that he once had much compassion for

—

suffering

and sunken humanity, but

as a youthful indiscretion.

He has

this

is

remembered now only

so far conquered this effeminate

ally requires

;

these require continuance, else there could
is no duration of the expe-

tendency of his nature that he can

now contemplate thousands of
misery and ignorance, unmoved. Did not
Nero give the highest proof of Mr. Parton's philosophy, when the

likeness and difference

his fellow-creatures in

be no such apprehension; and there

Eternal City was in flames?

ception of a tree without a re-cognition of the object, a reference

Other men and

women — such

cranks, for instance, as

John

;

rience without the postulate of representation.

to a class

We

which our past experience has enabled us

have no perto constitute.

THE OPEN COURT.
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Where
nition

there
at a

is

;

of consciousness as to find

we

discover that there

is

varies so conscious mental
I

minimum, cogdown in the scale
that there is substantially no memory
no consciousness. As representation

sensation with representation at a

is

minimum and when we

life

get so low

made

in

my

But if
Indeed, you could not allow me the space.
should happen that your correspondent has access to the work

Psychology.
it

in

Longmans &

question (London:

ideas

forth

set

fully

my
XXXII, XXXVII

Co., 18S4), she will find

Chapters

in

IX,

)

XXXVIll" and XXXIX.
In conclusion

and

her

for

own

me

let

thank her both

for the inquiry she

makes

Daniel Greenleaf Thompson.

No

Brooks Adams.
18S7; pp-

Price $1.50.

evidence of the rapid advance of Freethought in

better

age could be offered than this work, written by a Boston

this

lawyer, the grandson of the sixth and the great grandson of the
second President of the United States, and a member of a family
remarkable for its legal, political and literary ability; a work

which has already met with angry criticism from orthodox
sources, and with dubious comment from the conservative critics
of the secular press. If it had been written by any active and
avowed Freethinker and issued by a Freethought publishing concern, it would, even in these days of growing liberalism, have
been generally denounced as a bitter libel upon the revered historical idols of the old Bay State, and the "Puritan ancestors"
upon which the state prides itself. The work is written in a vigorous style, in a daring spirit and is eloquently palpitant with the
its lawyer-author to bring forward in the strong"the other side" of a story which lie seems to feel has
been only half told hitherto, and that half with manifest theologi
cal and partial bias.
The "emancipation" of which the book

intense desire of
est light

claims to give the history,

is

the evolution of colonial Massachu-

from what the author calls a " theocracy " to a genuinely
republican form of government. Mr. Adams says, "there would
seem to be a point in the pathway of civilization where every
race passes more or less under the dominion of a sacred caste.
When and how the more robust have emerged into freedom is
setts

uncertain, but

enough

is

known

to

make

process by which this insidious power

is

it

possible to trace the

acquired and the means

by which it is perpetuated," and it is this which he here undertakes to do in the case of Massachusetts, with whose history that of
his

own

family

Puritan clergy
otry, cruelty

in

make

of arrogance, big-

He

does

strong accusations or to use straightforward

regard to them, of which

we give

a

"

few samples.

The

clergy held the State within their grasp and shrank from no deed

of blood to guard the interests of their order."
characteristic of the theocracy

suffering

upon

its

victims."

"

was
1

its

"

One

striking

love for inflicting mental

he power of the priesthood

lies

submission to a creed. In their onslaughts on rebellion they
have exhausted human torments; nor in their lust for earthly
dominion have they 'felt remorse, but rather joy when slaying
"
Christ's enemies and their own."
who was bred for the
church, and whose savage bigotry endeared him to the clergy."

in

"The

duplicity

characteristic

of theological

the supremacy of the clergy the

both persecuting and repressive."

politics."

During

government was doomed

"An

who presumed to differ from
Some of the evidence in these cases
set down in cold print.
His pen por-

read like nightmare horrors

some of those whose names are familiar to us in colonial
drawn and set these heroes before us in
entirely new lights.
Especially vivid are his delineations of the
Mathers, father and son, Increase and Cotton, also of Samuel
Adams, Anne Hutchinson, John Cotton, John Winthrop, John
traits

of

history are often strongly

Extracts are given from the Mather's pria pathetically

ludicrous light the

men, and suggests thoughtful studies of human nature. Mr.
Adams does not fail to render due justice to the nobler characteristics of these men, his main purpose being to show what effect
sincere belief in their creeds had upon their actions and their
time.
Speaking of the pilgrim fathers, he observes truly, "The
exiles of the Reformation were enthusiasts, for none would then
have dared defy the pains of heresy, in whom the instinct onward
was feebler than the fear of death. Yet when the wanderers
reached America the mental growth of the majority had culminated, and they had passed into the age of routine, and exactly
in proportion as their youthful inspiration had been fervid, was
their later formalism intense."
In this sentence is a lesson and a
warning to the enthusiasts of to-day.

Aphorisms of the Three Threes.
To~vne.
Chicago:
Price, $1.00.

Charles H. Kerr

By Ed-ward Owings
X'

Co., 1887; pp.

41.

The

rather mystifying title of this handsomely printed and
bound volume leads one in these days of "occult" investigation to expect something more romantic than the really
prosaic origin of it as given by the compiler in the preface, which
is that a club of gentlemen in Chicago dine together on " every
ninth night after the first night of each and every of the nine
months following the ninth month of the year," and enter into
daintily

elaborate conversation, "seated in threes at three three legged

and that one of these nine, in a spirit of friendly appreand wisdom of his companions, has noted one
hundred and eighty-one of the sayings which appeared to him
particularly wise or sparkling and made a book of them which is,
we hope, gratifying to those thus complimented. Doubtless, in
the glamour thrown over these sayings by a good dinner and its
accompaniments, they seemed to their reporter worthy of so
tables,"

ciation of the wit

enduring a form, but we fear they will strike the majority of
unbiased readers as being mainly a collection of platitudes, commonplace, sophistic or pert.

His arraignment of the

He accuses them

very severe.

and greedy assumption and abuse of power.

not hesitate to

phrases

so closely interwoven.

is
is

their Congregational creed.

intense religious self-deceptions of these two undoubtedly strong

BOOK REVIEWS.
Co.,

"An autocratic
He brings up a

array of witnesses against the evil wrought by the

vate diaries, which revtal in

The Emancipation of Massachusetts. By
Boston and New York: Houghton, Mifflin &

despotism."

priesthood," etc.

clergy in the matter of the witchcraft craze, and their treatment

Endicott and others.

suggestions upon the general topic.

Very truly yours,

3S2.

startling

"A venomous

of Quakers, Anabaptists and others

varies in degree of definiteness.

shall hardly venture to repeat the analysis

naturally the firmest support of
priesthood."

to be

established priesthood

is

The Popular Science Monthly for August is filled with its usual
abundance of progressive educative literature, among which we
can only briefly note ex-President A. D. While's "New Chapters
in the Warfare of Science," which deal with the Middle Age
ecclesiastical

views respecting meteorological phenomena; these
modern view

are sharply contrasted with the almost universal

them all. In "Astronomy with an Opera Glass"
Mr. Serviss describes and illustrates pictorially what can be seen
Grant
in the moon and the sun with that handy little instrument.
Allen gives a review of "The Progress of Science from 1836 to
to 18S6," or substantially the period covered by the reign of
Queen Victoria. A biographical sketch and a portrait are given
that law governs

The
of Paul Gervais, a French zoologist and paleontologist.
subjects of "Scientific Orthodoxy," and the application of "Physical

Culture as a Means of Moral Reform," are discussed in the

"Editor's Table."

